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1 Introduction
This thesis is about mathematical models for representing changes in beliefs of groups
of agents.
We do not offer directly an analysis of what a belief is. Instead we take as a natural
starting point that a belief is something which an agent accepts as true. A richer view
of belief than this ‘binary’ one will in effect be presented, but to repeat: This can only
indirectly be read as an analysis of what a belief is.
One important theme of this thesis is the status of the triggers of belief changes, as what
have been called ‘epistemic actions’; for example actions of observation or of communication.
There is no principal question or thesis to this thesis. Different ways to represent the
richness of belief states in a multi-agent setting are explored, and the theme of epistemic
actions recurs. A number of original technical results are presented1 . Each of §3 – 7 offer,
in lieu of a conclusion2 , though not necessarily exclusively at the end of each chapter,
some precisely demarcated directions for future research.
In §2, we start by introducing the domain of belief revision in the single-agent case,
and where the information involved in the revision does not concern the agent’s epistemic states ([1], [16]). We explain the inadequacy of this approach for the multi-agent
and introspective cases. We then summarise some logics for reasoning about knowledge
changes in groups of agents ([14], [4]) that overcome those inadequacies in the case of
knowledge change. At the end of the chapter we introduce a basic semantic framework
(of orderings over interpretations) that enriches the binary view of belief states, and
which will recur in future sections of the thesis.
In §3, we consider one topic of multi-agent belief revision, viz. the merging of belief
states when these are considered purely from the semantic perspective ([22]). The topic
for further research is to give a full syntactic account of such mergings. We will propose
some initial thoughts, and some quite concrete things, in that section.
1

I wavered between relegating proofs to appendices, and chose to include them in the main body of the
text. I hope that the readability does not suffer too much for this decision.
2
This thesis avoids the “La bêtise” which Flaubert once said “consiste à vouloir conclure”; Nonetheless
it also avoids following too literally the aesthetic dictate of his remark, again in a letter to Louise
Colet, that “Les oeuvres les plus belles sont celles où il y a le moins de matiére”. It is in any case
open to the criticism of resembling the young M. Bovary’s hat.
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Then in §4, we consider some logical languages (from [31], [7]) that bring together the
various parts of the first chapter. That is, they express beliefs and changes in beliefs
amongst groups of agents. We provide a completeness proof, in §5, of a new logic
introduced in that chapter.
In §6 we discuss an algebraic approach to multi-agent belief revision ([5]). Those algebraic structures enable us (the modelers) to model agents revising their theories with
respect to the epistemic actions themselves, and not just with respect to the way the
world is.
When reasoning about epistemic actions in the context of beliefs rather than knowledge,
even more pragmatic reasoning about those actions might take place, and this is a useful
way to start modeling that reasoning. We discuss this issue in §7, where we consider
how to model those additional aspects to the reasoning that agents might make about
actions. That last chapter is the most diaphanous: It is rather speculative, with no
concrete results, and is included mainly as a pointer to other things which are possible
in the context of reasoning about belief change.
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2 Beliefs and Knowledge-Changing Actions
2.1 Introduction
Given a formal language L that is intended to describe a certain environment, and some
syntactic rules of inference for L, the beliefs B of a rational agent about that environment
can be represented by a set ΓB of L-sentences that is closed under those rules. Then
we say that the sentences that the agent thinks are true are those that are in ΓB . Or,
equivalently, those beliefs can be represented by the class of interpretations KB (possible
configurations of the environment) that make exactly the members of ΓB true. In this
case we say that the agent thinks that the actual configuration of the environment is a
member of KB . Belief change is then represented by considering a new set of sentences
ΓC (class of interpretations KC ).
In the simplest case, to represent the agent’s learning of a fact F that she did not
previously disbelieve, one way to reason about what occurs is simply to add to ΓB the
formulae corresponding to F and close under inference (semantically: to remove from
consideration those members of KB in which F does not hold). Complications arise
when F is not consistent with the agent’s beliefs; i.e. when she did previously disbelieve
F . We will call the former kind of situation belief expansion; the latter kind of situation
is referred to as belief revision.
There are also complications that arise when we consider cases where the environment
includes the beliefs of a group of such rational agents, because the environment changes
under the influence of such belief change. To model such situations we should think of
the belief change, or of whatever brings it about, as being an action upon the environment. We will see in section 2.2 why the syntactic postulates proposed by Alchourrón
Gärdenfors and Makinson can legitimately be thought inappropriate in these cases. In
§2.3.2 and 2.3.3, we will look at an approach to manage these complications in the case
where what is at stake is changes in knowledge, which is (at least) veridical belief.
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2.2 Syntactic Approach
2.2.1 AGM Postulates
Any discussion of belief revision must take into account the work of Alchourrón, Gärdenfors and Makinson [1]. Their work involved a formalisation of the notion of a rational
way to change a theory Γ when one is forced to accept some piece of information q which
might not be consistent with Γ. Evidently the rational thing to do is to retain as much
as one can of Γ without being inconsistent with q. [1] presents formal investigations into
what can be meant by that “as much as one can”.
We take a theory to be a set of sentences closed under the logical consequence relation
$, and denote by ΣL the set of theories over the language L.1 Now we can express,
using pΓq$ to denote the closure by $ of Γ and K to represent falsum, the axiomatic
postulates which [1] proposed. Given a theory Γ, we say that : L Ñ ΣL is an AGM
revision operator for Γ when the following conditions hold for any formula φ (we write
Γ φ instead of pφq):
( 1) Γ
( 2) Γ &
( 3)
( 4)
( 5)
( 6)

φ$φ
φñΓ

φ  pΓ Y φq$

& φñΓ φ&K
$φψñΓ φΓ ψ
Γ pφ ^ ψ q  ppΓ φq Y tψ uq$
pΓ φq & ψ ñ ppΓ φq Y tψuq$  Γ pφ ^ ψq

2.2.2 Explanation of the Postulates
We briefly explain these conditions, to see their intuitive appeal in the kind of theory
change under consideration in [1]; we will then see reasons for rejecting some of the
postulates in a multi-agent context, where the revision operator becomes something
different.
The first of these conditions says that new information is always believed after the
operation of revising by it. The aim of a theory of belief revision is to give an account
of the way beliefs, or a theory, change when one actually accepts some piece of incoming
information. Thus this is a seemingly unquestionable postulate.
1

The definition of a theory as such a set of sentences might seem hasty, and indeed in defining the type
of we have already subsumed the very first postulate of [1], which says that Γ φ is a theory. We
return to the nature of a theory (or rather, a belief state) later.
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In the special case of belief expansion, that is when the new information φ is not inconsistent with one’s actual beliefs Γ, p 2q enforces that one should keep all of one’s actual
beliefs and integrate only the new information (and its consequences) with them.
The third condition says that one can always integrate new information unless it is
inconsistent by itself. p 4q, which like ( 1) would retain precisely the same force, in the
presence of ( 2), if it were made conditional on the inconsistency of Γ Y tφu, says that
logically equivalent incoming information is to be treated equivalently. ( 5) says that if
one revises with φ and then adds ψ to one’s beliefs, then one can infer at least as much
as if one had in the first place revised by φ ^ ψ.
The last condition has the effect that in case one gets a consistent set of beliefs by first
revising by φ and then adding ψ to one’s beliefs, then performing those two steps has
exactly the same effect as revising by φ ^ ψ.

2.2.3 Inappropriateness of the Axioms
It is not surprising that these axioms do not hold when we consider a completely different
operation, the kind of multi-agent revision that we envisage, in which a revision is to be
thought of as an epistemic action, perhaps carried out by (a number of) those agents.
However, we nonetheless explain with some illustration which of the postulates (all but
( 3) and ( 4)) fail, and why. We relate each of the reasons to the fact that in our
setting, revision is to be modeled as an action that is performed.
Closed Systems
The first reason for rejecting the postulates as applying to actions in a multi-agent
setting we will only outline here; it will be taken up again in chapter 7. It is that the
multi-agent setting gives us the facility to think of the revision process, the events and
their associated belief dynamics, as a closed system in a way which does not make sense
from the AGM perspective. ( 1), and to a lesser extent ( 2) and ( 6), are suitable
for characterising a situation in which some outside force which must be obeyed, and
is able to make itself perfectly understood and recognised as the force which must be
obeyed, orders the agent(s) to see to it that they believe a certain proposition about their
environment. In situations where one is told something, one might not believe it, or one
might believe part of it. (A vivid example of this is offered by Fermé and Hansson [13],
who describe a child telling a parent who arrives home that a dinosaur just broke the
vase in the living-room. The parent will in usual cases screen the information, revising
her belief that the vase in the living-room is intact, but not going so far as to revise
her belief that there are no vase-breaking dinosaurs in the vicinity. We will, at least
from §2.3 onwards, take the objects of revision to be propositions, i.e. semantic objects.
This sort of dinosaur-vase topic would require a syntactic analysis, and therefore is not
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something that we find the space to explore further here.)
So the first reason, which we call ‘thinness of actions’, is simply that we might want
to do more with our notion of revision than the AGM postulates allow, considering
revisions as actions of communication between the agents, in a closed system. Revision
as given in the postulates is not an action recognised by the implicit agent on which it
operates (the theory Γ). In §7.3, we will consider a system in which the first postulate is
not rejected on the basis of this reason, by formulating such message-passing actions as
more complex formulae. But for now, we turn to more concrete objections to applying
the axioms in such a multi-agent context.
Introspection and Empathy
The kind of objection to be raised now involves an important idea, one that that will
recur in later sections. There are two parts to it. The first comes from the fact that the
environment being modeled should, on pain of triviality given the situations we envisage
modeling, contain (at least some of) the beliefs of the agents present in that environment.
The second is that when revision can be about those doxastic parts of the environment,
then there is of necessity some temporal aspect to the environment. We will now make
both of these two problems clearer.
If the agents do not reason about each others’ beliefs (and perhaps their own), then,
aside from the brief discussions of chapter 3, there seems little reason to say that the
agents are in the same environment, as we cannot represent very much information about
the situation2 . So we want our formal language L to allow us to attribute meta-beliefs
to the agents. What exactly do we mean by this? If a formula φ is a member of a set Γj
representing j’s beliefs, then we say that j believes φ. That is, the formulae of L come
to express j’s beliefs when they are members of Γj . Now suppose that the formula φ
already expressed a belief: say it was of the form Bj ψ, where Bj is, in the tradition of
Hintikka [17], a modal operator true precisely of those formulae that j believes. Then
when φ is a member of Γj , it expresses a metabelief: in this case, j’s belief that j believes
that ψ.
The first kind of objection is to the postulates ( 2) and ( 5). We will discuss the
objection, which we call ‘retention of disbelief’, in order to refer to it later, with respect
to ( 2), and then simply explain how it occurs with respect to ( 5).
Suppose that neither p nor p are in Γj , and Bj p P Γj . Now since Γ is closed under
logical consequence, both p and p are consistent with Γj . So by ( 2), Γ p  pΓYtpuq$ .
That means that Bj p P Γ, so after j has revised with p, j has come to believe that p, but
not that she believes that p. Even if the agent happened to be positively introspective
before the revision (i.e. p P Γj ñ Bj p P Γj ), she is no longer so afterwards. This is
perhaps not a problem, because we might not be concerned with agents’ beliefs about
2

Cf. The discussion of an epistemic representation thesis in section 2.3.2 below.
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their own beliefs, but now suppose that we were considering Γi and not Γj . Then
clearly we cannot represent the epistemic action of mutual discovery of the truth of the
proposition p by i and j as a revision by p.
Again, this point is not surprising, but it is worth making it clear. A revision by a
proposition φ must change more than just the ‘value’ of φ in an agent’s belief base, but
surely should be an action with further effects, even in the case of a single agent. (Notice
also that a similar problem occurs with ( 5): Suppose that Γi is consistent; then by
( 2), Γi J  Γi . Then an instantiation of ( 5) is Γi q  pΓi Y tq uq$ . Now suppose
that Γi & Bj q; then unless Γi $ q  Bj q then Γi q & Bj q.)
Moore Problems
The other objection (‘Moore-ish objection’), which complains about ( 2) and ( 6), is
related to the so-called ‘Moore Sentences’, named after G. E. Moore, who observed the
absurd nature of an utterance of the form
(M) I don’t believe it but it’s raining outside.
Consider a sentence of the following form:
(M’) You don’t believe it, but it’s raining outside.
We would model such a situation by saying that the agent j is made to accept the nonabsurd pr ^ Bj rq. The absurdity comes not from that formula, but from the attribution
of the formula to j’s doxastic state. Yet an instantiation of ( 1) is F pr ^ Bj rq $
r ^ Bj r. Thus after being forced to accept the (non-absurd) (M’), the agent whose
beliefs are being modeled would have (M) as a belief.
This problem is intimately related to the idea that communications and other epistemic
activities are actions which change the environment. Assertions are usually said to have
a semantic content, or literal meaning, and a pragmatic force or effect. The literal
meaning of an utterance is often said (at least since Tarski) to be given by ‘truthconditions’, whereas the pragmatic force, which is not part of the literal meaning, is
derived from the fact that the utterance is an action, in some context and presumably
with some goals.

2.2.4 Iteration of Revision
The AGM postulates say nothing explicitly about iterations of revision: There are no
postulates of the form pΓ φq ψ. In the next chapter, specifically in §3.3.2, we will
see a natural way to iterate revisions, and we will also look more closely at a number of
different methods for iterated revision in §4.2.2.
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2.3 Semantic Approach
In §2.1, we mentioned two equivalent ways to represent the epistemic states of agents.
The first was syntactically, as sets of sentences, and this is the approach we have seen so
far. We now look at two ways to represent beliefs of agents semantically, with respect
to interpretations of those sentences.
The first (§2.3.1–2.3.3) is properly multi-agent: the beliefs of the agents are part of
the environment. Those representations, based on relational semantics and a monadic
modal operator, following the work of Hintikka [17], are very well-suited for reasoning
about knowledge and its dynamics, but not so well-suited for reasoning about beliefs and
theirs.
The distinction between knowledge and belief that is important here is that between
‘hard’ and ‘soft’ information (cf. [7]). Hard information leads to knowledge, is irrevocable. When you move your pawn to Q4, unless I am the most hardened of skeptics,
someone modeling my epistemic state would be justified in modeling part of the information conveyed by your action as a hard information change: I know that you have moved
your pawn to Q4. However, there is also softer information conveyed by that action:
I might read something about your game plan, which I could later readily abandon.
When we say that relational semantics are not well-suited for modeling belief change, it
is because there is no facility to model such soft, abandonable information changes. Yet
those information changes are clearly of interest, even if they are primarily pragmatic.
Pragmatic in two senses: Firstly, in the sense that they can, like Grice’s pragmatic implicatures, be abandoned without invalidating the framework in which they take place.
And secondly in the sense that sometimes one must act in situations where one simply
lacks enough hard information to make a decision about what is the best action. In
these situations soft information is needed. Knowledge is idealistic, with perfectionist
standards, but beliefs are more pragmatic: Just as the moral nihilist might say that
there’s no ultimate point to anything (there’s no hard information), nonetheless she will
in her life take certain decisions (she will exploit soft information).
The second semantical representation (§2.3.4) involves only a single (implicit) agent, but
is closely connected to the AGM postulates: a single agent’s belief state is represented
not just as a single set of interpretations/sentences, but as what we will call a belief
state, in that it carries the information about how the agent would change her beliefs
if forced to revise them. In later sections, we will consider a number of richer modal
languages that are needed to reason about this second kind of semantics in ways similar
to those used in §2.3.1 – 2.3.3.
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2.3.1 Relational Semantics
We present a standard semantics for n-agent epistemic logic over the propositional language L over the alphabet Φ of propositional variables. We call this ‘relational’ even
though for expository reasons we lift the usual relations to their corresponding functions. Assuming W to be an arbitrary non-empty set, whose elements we will refer to
as “points”, we use the following definitions:
Definition 2.3.1 (Relational Local View Function):
A relational local view function over W is a function f : W

Ñ 2W .

A local view function is the way in which agents are characterised in relational semantics:
Each agent is associated with a relational local view function that is used to give the
agent’s epistemic state. The intuition behind such a function is that, assuming some
point u to be the point that holds, then fa puq returns the points which the agent a
considers possible. There are many questions that could be raised concerning what is
meant here by considering something possible, and we would get a different notion of an
epistemic state depending on what notion was intended. The best way to think of the
members of fa pwq are as those points which, at the point w, agent a has not ruled out
as candidates for being the point at which the agent actually is.
Definition 2.3.2 (n-agent Relational Frame):
An n-agent relational frame over W is an n 1-tuple xW, f0 . . . fn1 y, where for each
i P n, fi is a relational local view function over W .
Definition 2.3.3 (n-agent Relational Model):
An n-agent relational model over W is an n-agent relational frame over W furnished
with a valuation function V : W Ñ 2Φ .
We write w |ùM φ to mean that φ is true at the point w in the model M; where the
model intended is evident from the context, we just write w |ù φ. And we write JφK
to mean the set of points w such that w ( φ. There follows the standard recursive
satisfaction definition for truth at a point:

|ù p ô p P V pwq for p P Φ
w |ù φ ô w * φ
w |ù φ ^ ψ ô pw |ù φ & w |ù ψ q
w |ù Bi φ ô fi pwq  JφK

1. w
2.
3.
4.

We call an n-agent model in which one point is singled out a ‘pointed n-agent model’.
How do such models relate to the sets-of-sentences view of theories?
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Definition 2.3.4 (Global Theory of a Point):
The global theory of w, Γw  tφ|w |ù φu
The global theory of w is just those sentences which are true at w, and is itself a logically
closed set of sentences; indeed, a maximally consistent such set: for any φ P L, φ P Γw ô
φ R Γw . That is supposed to be the state of the environment at w. But for each agent,
at each point w, we can also define the way that agent sees the environment:
Definition 2.3.5 (Local Theory of a Point):
i’s local theory of w, Γw
i  tφ|w |ù Bi φu
Remark
2.3.1:

1
w
Γi  w1 Pfi pwq Γw
An agent’s local theory, then, is again a logically closed set of sentences, though not in
general maximal as the agent will usually have some uncertainties, nor in the general
case consistent as we have not ruled out that fi pwq  H. The agent’s local theory at
a point is of the same kind, then, as we assumed theories to be when introducing the
AGM postulates.
An n-agent model is intended to be a compact representation of a certain class of ‘social
epistemic’ situations. Baltag and Moss have suggested that the appeal of epistemic
logic is that this representation is such that “all intuitive judgements concerning [certain
epistemic aspects of a given social situation] correspond to formal assertions concerning
[a given pointed n-agent model], and vice-versa.”. We give the full quotation of what we
will call the ‘epistemic state representation thesis’:
Thesis 1 (Epistemic State Representation):
“Let s be a social situation involving the intuitive concepts of knowledge, justifiable
beliefs and common knowledge among a group of agents. Assume that s is presented in
such a way that all the relevant features of s pertaining to knowledge, beliefs and common
knowledge are completely determined. Then we may associate to s a mathematical model
S. (S is an [n-agent relational model].) The point of the association is that all intuitive
judgements concerning s correspond to formal assertions concerning S, and vice-versa.”
([3], p.166)
In a relational model, each point is supposed to represent a given way the environment
could be. It is important to note that points are not in general individuated by the
propositional variables that they make true; indeed, even the semantics given is more
fine-grained, making a point’s relation to other points, given by the fi ’s, of significance.
This is because the ‘environment’ includes the epistemic attitudes of the agents. Such
points could more properly be called ‘possible worlds’ were it the case that they included
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all of the information about that configuration. Most3 relational models xW, f0 . . . fm , V y
are seemingly obviously mathematically equivalent to a collection tsw uwPW , where sw 
xV psq, sf0pwq . . . sfmpwqy. Yet these latter constructions are mathematically, and perhaps
conceptually, unhappy creatures, as they can, and often will be, non-well-founded. To
take the smallest example: the relational model xtu, tx, tuyu, tx, Hyuy is equivalent,
via this translation, to txu, where x  xH, xy. Thus for philosophical, and perhaps
mathematical, reasons, we present things differently, giving each point a name and then
stripping it of its non-well-foundedness by lifting what we might call the ‘ground state’
of the world to the image by the valuation function, and the ‘belief states’ of the world
to the fi ’s, the ‘local view functions’.
Another part of the epistemic representation thesis is that epistemic actions such as
announcements and discoveries have mathematical correlates in just the same way. We
will see the more complex structures to which Baltag and Moss apply that thesis in
section 2.3.3. For now, we look at a logic that gives some account of simple actions –
public announcements or discoveries.

2.3.2 Announcements – Point Elimination
In AGM theory, revision, which is implicitly by a single agent, occurs through the
forced acceptance of a single sentence (formula). This is a kind of hard information
change, and following [14], we can model such changes, in the case of knowledge-oriented
relational semantics, in an elegant and straightforward way. When an announcement of
a true statement is made, and known by each agent to be made truthfully, then each
agent can eliminate the points where the statement could not have been truthfully made
from the range of all of their local view functions. Furthermore, we as modelers need
not add points in order to represent faithfully the situation – to abide by a slightly
extended version of the epistemic representation thesis. This is because there are no
new possibilities any agent considers, for example representing the fact that she is unsure
whether another agent also leaned the truth of the statement (and the fact of the action’s
taking place).
Thus a simple action of public announcement of a formula φ can be represented as an
operation on models r!φs, which maps an n-agent relational model M to its restriction
to JφKM , i.e. the submodel generated by the points at which, in the original model, φ was
true. The complete logic of such models, including a modality for announcements rφs in
the language, is given in [14]. In fact, the logic given in [14] provides for actions of the
form rG!φs, representing an announcement of φ to the group of agents G. We call this
logic Public Announcement Logic (P AL). Its axiomatisation is a reduction to the static
3

We say ‘most’ here because most accounts of non-well-founded set theory identify bisimilar sets, so
that for example two disjoint single reflexive points will become, via such a construction, a singleton.
It should be clear though that every model without any two points that have the same theories
(i.e. that make the same modal formulae true) will yield an isomorphic non-well-founded set model.
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epistemic logic. So assuming axioms for the belief modality, the following ‘reduction
axioms’ are given in [14]:
(GG1) rG!φsp  pφ  pq for any propositional variable p;
(GG2) rG!φs ψ
(GG3)
(GG4)
(GG5)

 rG!φsψ;
rG!φspψ ^ χq  prG!φsψ ^ rG!φsχq;
rG!φsBiψ  pφ  Bipφ  rG!φsψqq for i P G;
rG!φsBiψ  Biψ for i R G.

It is clearly (GG4) that is the interesting axiom. A strength of this logic is that it
captures correctly our intuitions about how beliefs change under epistemic actions. In
particular, the Moore problems of §2.2.3 are well-handled. For example, (GG4) shows
that after an announcement that p ^ Ba p, a does believe that p:

rtau!pp ^

Ba pqsBa p

p^
p^

Ba p ^ Ba ppp ^ Ba pq  rtau!pp ^ Ba pqspq (GG4)
Ba pBa ppp ^ Ba pq  pq
(by (GG1) and normality of the static logic)
 p ^ Ba p

2.3.3 Action Models
In order to model more complex actions than simply announcements, actions themselves
can be considered to have similar a epistemic structure to them as the relational models
(which we will now call ‘state models’) above. These developments were made by [14]
and [4]. Consider a non-empty set A, whose members we will call ‘atomic actions’.
Definition 2.3.6 (Precondition Function):
µ : A Ñ L is a precondition function.
A precondition function specifies a formula that must be true in order for an action to
take place.
Definition 2.3.7 (n-agent Action Frame):
An n-agent action frame is an n 1-tuple xA, f0 . . . fn1 y, where for each i P n, fi is a
relational local view function over A. We refer to the elements of A not as ‘points’ but
as ‘atomic actions’.
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Definition 2.3.8 (n-agent Action Model):
An n-agent action model is an n-agent action frame furnished with a precondition function.
We then define ‘product’ update: Given an n-agent state model S and an n-agent action
model A, it returns S b A, which is either the empty set or an n-agent state model.
Definition 2.3.9 (Product Update):
xW, tfiuiPn, V y b xA, tgiuiPn, µy 
xW b A  txw, δy P W  A|w |ù µpδqu, tf giuiPn, λ.xw, δyV pwqy,
where for each i P n,

f gi : W b A
xw, δy

Ñ 2W bA
ÞÑ f pwq  gpδq

The application, via product update, of an action model on a state model is supposed to
represent the (more or less epistemically determined) action represented by the action
model, and the effect it has on the epistemic status of the agents in the state model.
Clearly the public announcement action discussed in section 2.3.2 is a special case of an
action model: the public announcement of φ is given by the action model consisting of
a single point q where each agent at q sees q, and q’s precondition is φ.
Definition 2.3.10 (DEL model):
An n-agent DEL model is a pair xS, Ay where S is an n-agent state model and A is an
n-agent action model.
There is a complete logic for such models4 , including a modality for update; see for
example [4]. We refer to this logic as dynamic epistemic logic, or DEL.
It is easily seen that P AL is a special case of DEL: An announcement to G that φ is an
action model with two points, as depicted in figure 2.1.

G

G

J

φ

Figure 2.1: Action model representing the Public Announcement to G that φ
Now we can quote the other half of what we will call the ‘epistemic representation thesis’
(i.e. the following plus the epistemic state representation thesis):
4

At least: For the case of finitely-branching action models; otherwise an infinitary language would be
required.
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Thesis 2 (Epistemic Action Representation):
“Let σ be a social “action” involving and affecting the knowledge (beliefs, common
knowledge) of agents. This naturally induces a change of situation; i.e., an operation
o taking situations s into situations opsq. Assume that o is presented by assertions
concerning knowledge, beliefs and common knowledge facts about s and opsq, and that
o is completely determined by these assertions. Then
(a) We may associate to the action σ a mathematical model Σ which we call an rn 
agents action model. (Σ is also an [n agent relational] model .5 ) The point again
is that all the intuitive features of, and judgments about, σ correspond to formal
properties of Σ.
(b) There is an operation b taking a state model S and an action model Σ and returning a new state model S b Σ. So each Σ induces an update operation O on
state models: OpS q  S b Σ.
(c) The update O is a faithful model of the situation change o, in the sense that for all
s: if s corresponds to S as in [the epistemic state representation thesis], then again
opsq corresponds to OpS q in the same way; i.e. all intuitive judgements concerning
opsq correspond to formal assertions concerning OpS q, and vice-versa.” ([3], p. 167)
DEL, like P AL, only allows the modeling of belief expansion: In both cases, if an
agent believes that p and then learns that p, the agent will be in a very unfortunate
epistemic state, in which everything is believed. Thus it provides an excellent framework
for reasoning about knowledge6 and its dynamics. Sadrzadeh’s statement that DEL “can
easily deal with more interesting and closer to real life versions of these puzzles where
children perform secret actions such as cheating and lying” ([26], p. 5) is, while perhaps
not false, nonetheless misleading. There is indeed nothing problematic about modeling
such situations up to a point, namely the point in time where an agent realises that one
of her beliefs is wrong, for example discovering the cheating. In such cases the agent will
have no capacity to form any coherent beliefs. – There is no scope for revision. Thus we
can already see a flaw in Baltag and Moss’ epistemic representation thesis, with respect
to the class of mathematical structures that they propose as candidates to satisfy it:
This sort of relational structure is not adequate for discussing beliefs, which they do
include in the scope of their thesis. This is because beliefs can be revised, whereas
DEL does not provide the facility to model this. (The thesis can still be defended with
respect to the class of models proposed if ‘justifiable belief’ means factive or veridical
belief, i.e. entailing truth. We will talk in what follows about a ‘doxastic version’ of the
5

This is not strictly true in the case of DEL: Action models are n-agent frames, but do not in general
have a full valuation; cf. 2.3.3.
6
In fact, although this is peripheral to our present concerns, we note that calling what is modeled
“knowledge” is presumptive; some (including Hintikka ) have qualified the epistemic states that are
modeled by relational frames and, by extension, by DEL models, as “implicit knowledge” states.
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representation thesis, which we mean specifically to exclude the requirement for such
strong justification.)
We will now return to belief revision, and present a formal representation theorem,
which provides an enriched semantics for belief states. Later, in §4, we will present
ways of blending relational structures with that enriched semantics, in which the ‘finegrainedness’ of relational semantics, the importance of points’ relations to other points,
will necessarily return. Although no class of structures is proposed to satisfy the epistemic representation thesis, it should be borne in mind, as it will partly guide the
progression of ideas in this chapter as well as later, and will occasionally be referred
back to.

2.3.4 Sphere Semantics
A number of representation theorems have been developed for the AGM postulates.
One of them appeared in [1], but remains syntactical. Grove [16] gives a representation
theorem which we can more easily relate to relational models.7 That theorem uses
ideas of Lewis [20], who discusses orderings over interpretations in the context of his
analysis of counterfactual conditionals. Grove’s approach can be retroactively justified
by remarking that “If a were to believe that φ then a would believe that ψ”, a sentence
which encodes the essential information about a’s disposition for theory change, is a
counterfactual conditional of exactly the type with which Lewis was concerned. We will
look at logics which can express such conditions (syntactically expressed as φ lñ ψ: ‘If
φ were to hold then ψ would hold’) starting at the end of the next chapter, and in more
detail in chapter 4.
Again, as we did with our presentation of relational semantics, we will adapt the presentation from Grove’s paper in order to suit our exposition. Consider a non-empty
set W (whose elements we shall again call ‘points’). A pre-order over W is a relation
¤ W  W that is reflexive (@x P W, x ¤ x) and transitive (@xx, y, zy P W 3, ppx ¤ y and
y ¤ z q ñ y ¤ z q). We call a relation total iff @xx, y y P W 2 , x ¤ y or y ¤ x. We use the
function min, given as follows:
Definition 2.3.11 (min (Selection)):
min : 2W

 2W W Ñ
2W
xY, ¤y ÞÑ tx P Y |@y P Y, x ¤ yu

That is: minpX, ¤q is the set of
7

¤-minimal points that are in X.

Although the way we present that theorem does not bear much resemblance to the original presentation, it is on reflection seen to be equivalent; I consider that Grove’s original approach can be called
semantic, contrary to the view expressed by Katsuno and Mendelzon [18], who consider that they
have come up with “a semantic counterpart to [Grove’s] system of spheres” (op. cit. p.281).
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Since we are restricting ourselves here to propositional logic, we present a restricted
version of Grove’s representation theorem; note that the original theorem is much more
general, concerning as it does a wider class of logics. We need some more definitions
before presenting that theorem in our setting.
Preliminary Definitions
Definition 2.3.12 (Well-Behaved Relation):
We say that ¤ W  W is well-behaved iff H  X

 W ñ minpX, ¤q  H.

Definition 2.3.13 (Anonymous Belief State8 ):
An anonymous belief state over W is a well-behaved total pre-order over W . We denote
the set of anonymous belief states over W by OW
An anonymous belief state is intended to represent an agent’s preferences for certain
points (possibilities) over others. The significant result, that we are coming to after
these definitions, is that the existence of a consistent such preference ordering over a
certain set of points coincides with making rational revisions, where ‘rational’ means
revisions that concord with the AGM postulates. The set of points over which the
preference exists is given in the following model:
Definition 2.3.14 (Canonical One-Shot Model):
xW, ¤, V y is a canonical one-shot model for the language L over the alphabet Φ of
propositional letters iff: @Ψ  Φ, Dw P W such that V pwq  Ψ; and ¤ is an anonymous
belief state.
To make the link with the AGM conception of a theory as a deductively closed set of
formulae, there is a natural way to make points in the model correspond to complete
theories, and to extend this to make sets of points correspond with theories:
Definition 2.3.15 (Theory):
The theory of a point w, T hpwq  pV pwq Y t p|p
points X, T H pX q  XxPX T hpxq.

R V pwquq$.

The theory of a set of

The adjoint of a theory is the truth set corresponding to it:
Definition 2.3.16 (Truth Set):
The truth set of a formula φ, JφK  tw

P W |φ P T hpwqu

Definition 2.3.17 (System of Spheres):
A system of spheres centered on Γ  ΣL is a canonical one-shot model xW, ¤, V y such
8

The name is from [22]; see §3.2.
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that T H pminpW, ¤qq  Γ.
That is, a system of spheres centered on Γ represents the following information about
an agent: Her beliefs ‘as things stand’, Γ, but also her dispositions to revise those beliefs
on acquiring new information; those dispositions are given in the rest of the structure of
¤.
Definition 2.3.18:
The belief state determined by Γ and the belief revision function , is the function
bstΓ : L Ñ ΣL such that bstΓ pφq  Γ φ. (Note that bstΓ pJq  Γ as long as Γ  L.)
Definition 2.3.19 (Centred Belief State):
Given a belief state b, we say that b is centered on Γ iff bpJq  Γ.
Definition 2.3.20 (Respecting AGM ):
A belief state b respects AGM iff the following versions of ( 1 . . .

6) hold:

(b1) bpφq $ φ
(b2) bpJq &
(b3)
(b4)
(b5)
(b6)

φ ñ bpφq  pbpJq Y φq$

& φ ñ bpφq & K
$ φ  ψ ñ bpφq  bpψq
bpφ ^ ψ q  ppbpφqq Y tψ uq$
bpφq & ψ ñ pbpφq Y tψ uq$  bpφ ^ ψ q

Definition 2.3.21:
The belief state generated by a system of spheres S
L Ñ ΣL such that bstS pφq  T H pminpJφK, ¤qq.

 xW, ¤, V y is the function bstS :

Sphere Representation
Theorems 1 and 2 in [16] can now be phrased in our terms as follows.
Theorem 2.3.1:
If a belief state b centered on Γ respects AGM then there exists a system of spheres S
centered on Γ such that b  bstS .
Theorem 2.3.2:
The belief state generated by a system of spheres centered on Γ  L respects AGM .
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This representation theorem is certainly a step towards having a model which would satisfy the doxastic version of Baltag and Moss’ thesis: We have an accessible mathematical
model for representing a single agent rationally accepting a new piece of information.
However, it is clearly very limited. There is no facility for modeling several agents or
for repeated revisions. That will come in the next chapters, as we consider natural
extensions of these kinds of structure.

Figure 2.2: A belief onion
Anonymous belief states can be represented as ‘onions’ in diagrams like figure 2.2. It
is for this reason that we call such models ‘sphere’ models: Each ring of the onion
represents a set of points (a sphere), namely those points which are smaller than some
point according to the pre-order. We will use these diagrams in the next chapter to
consider how several of them can be combined, or ‘fused’, to form on. After that we will
consider richer structures, in which an anonymous belief state is associated with each
point, so we would have a diagram looking more like rain on an Amsterdam canal than
an onion.
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3 Merging Beliefs
3.1 Introduction
Some of the problems raised in the last chapter concerned belief revision amongst groups
of agents. The fact that there were several agents was important because they had to
revise their beliefs about each others’ beliefs, and this is obviously more complex than
in the single-agent non-introspective case. In this chapter, we do not concern ourselves
with those higher-order belief issues, but rather look at how beliefs of groups of agents
can be merged to form a single, collective belief state. We start off (§3.2) by presenting
one account of belief ‘fusion’ due to [22]. We then (§3.3) show how it relates to the AGM
postulates for revision. In [22], the authors show how fusion can determine a specific
form of iterated belief revision. We show here that one need only what is in [22] called
‘belief refinement’ in order to determine that form of belief revision. We sketch a modal
logic which seems to me the most natural one for describing anonymous belief states,
and we show that it can express AGM -style belief revision, and belief refinement.

3.2 Belief Fusion
3.2.1 Presentation
Maynard-Reid II and Shoham [22] introduced the name anonymous belief states for total
well-behaved transitive pre-orders over a set. These are the same objects that play the
role of the implicit agent’s belief state in Grove-style canonical one-shot models (see
2.3.4). Here we will use BW to denote the set of anonymous belief states over W . We
will use ¤ and slight typographical variants to denote anonymous belief states. Then
will denote the irreflexive restriction of ¤ (i.e. x y ô px ¤ y&y ¦ xq), and  will
denote ¤-equivalence (i.e. x  y ô x ¤ y ^ y ¤ x).
Belief Refinement
[22] describes two ways to combine such belief states in order to extract the most information from them, where certain belief states are considered to have a higher priority
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(to be more reliable) than others. The first is called refinement: If ¤A and ¤B are belief
states, then refining ¤A by ¤B yields ¤A Y ¤B , where
Definition 3.2.1 (Belief Refinement):
w1 p¤A Y ¤B qw2 ôdf pw1 A w2 or pw1 A w2 and w1

¤B w2qq

Belief refinement is a kind of lexicographic combination of the orders. It is a natural
enough operation, and one that will appear, albeit in slightly different forms, several
times in this thesis.
[22] point out that belief refinement is a forgetful operator, in the sense that “the standard belief state is not rich enough to represent the source of each information item”
(op. cit., p. 186). That is: suppose there are three belief states ¤A , ¤B and ¤C which
are to be combined, where ¤C is to take priority over (i.e. be more trustworthy than)
¤B and ¤A, and ¤B to take priority over ¤A. [22] makes the simple observation that
the order in which the refinement operation is carried out is the only way to control this
priority. That is, ¤C must be refined by ¤B , and then ¤A must refine the outcome:
The result should be p¤C Y ¤B qY ¤A , and the operation is not commutative. To take
the most simple example:
a C b

These give:

a

B

b

b

A

a

Y b, ñ a pC YBqYA b
b C YA a, ñ b pC YAqYB a.
a

C B

Belief Fusion
In order to make a commutative operation, [22] proposes a different operation which
does not ‘forget’ where the information is from. To do this, they introduce pedigreed
belief states, which are functions from pairs of elements of W into a set of sources, where
a source is just an object s to which is associated an anonymous belief state ¤s . So if S
is the set of sources
Definition 3.2.2 (Pedigreed Belief State):
A pedigreed belief state isdf a function
Φ:W

 W Ñ ℘S
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(Notice the connection between pedigreed and anonymous belief states: the latter can
be thought of as special cases of the former, where only one source is considered.) Given
S  S, [22] gives the following
Definition 3.2.3 (Pedigreed Belief State Induced by S):
ΦS , the pedigreed belief state induced by S, isdf
ΦS :

W  W Ñ ℘S
xw1, w2y ÞÑ ts P S |w1

S

w2 u

I.e., for any pair of members of W , a pedigreed state says which sources (if any) strictly
prefer the one over the other.
Then a new fusion operator, >, is introduced:
Definition 3.2.4 (Belief Fusion):
The fusion of the pedigreed belief states induced by S and S 1 isdf the pedigreed belief
state induced by S Y S 1 . I.e.
ΦS > ΦS 1 df ΦS YS 1

3.2.2 Discussion
Clearly > will behave like Y, so that it is commutative and associative. [22] point out
that, given a strict rank  over S, one can define an anonymous belief state from S,
which prefers w1 over w2 just when if there is a source s P S such that w1 s w2 , then
for any s1 P S, if w2 s1 w1 then s  s1 . Thus they effectively define a function
A : ℘pS  S q
R

Ñ ℘pW  W q
Þ txw1, w2y|@spw1
Ñ

s

w2

ñ @s1pw2

s1

w1

ñ sRs1qqu

They consider only the case where R is a strict rank over a subset of S. In such cases,
it is easy to see (and also their lemma 1) that
Remark 3.2.1:
where  is a strict order over distinct sources sn

 sn1 . . .  s1,
Apq  pp¤s Y ¤s  q Y . . . ¤s q.
n

n 1

1

As we noted, anonymous belief states are appropriately named, as the origin of information is lost. To generate an anonymous belief state from an enriched pedigreed belief
state, simply consider what the top source (the ‘expert’) says, and if it is indifferent,
consider the next source, and so on (down to the ‘novice’).
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The enriched definition, then, only has value inasmuch as it would be used to consider
sequential refinements, in some kind of dynamic setting: Otherwise, we simply say which
sources we are combining, and refine in order of rank. It would have been more illuminating of Shoham and Maynard-Reid II to make this point explicit when they point
out that five existing proposals1 for iterated belief revision do not respect associativity,
and indeed lead to contradictory results depending on order of revision. The strict ranking over sources required by their “fusion” is equivalent to requiring that one revise by
‘listening’ first to highest-ranked sources, then to next-highest and so on.

3.3 Relation to the AGM tradition
3.3.1 A Revision is a refinement
[21] remarks that “AGM revision is a simply a projection of belief fusion between conflictfree agents where one ignores all but the belief set of the expert’s belief state and all but
the belief set of the resulting belief state”. One-shot AGM revision can be seen to be a
special case of belief refinement.
The elements of the one-shot canonical models (2.3.14), just as in Grove’s original systems of spheres, were maximally consistent sets of formulae, but the idea can be retained
regardless of what we will want the elements of W to be.2
Maynard-Reid II and Shoham write that a “revision [function based on the AGM postulates] is a uniquely defined operation that takes as its first argument not a mere belief
set, but a full belief state” ([22] p. 192, their emphasis). Another way to see it is the
one we adopted in §2.2.1: that a particular AGM revision operator Γ  is a function
from L into 2L .
Definition 3.3.1 (One-Shot Belief Revision Function):
For Γ  L, fΓ is a one-shot belief revision function from Γ iffdf it is of the form
fΓ : L
φ
where Γ

Ñ
ÞÑ

2L
Γ φ,

respects the AGM postulates (§2.2.1).

Now assume that we are given some one-shot belief revision function Γ . Define the
following anonymous belief state over W  tΣ|@φ P L, φ P Σ ô φ P Σ and Σ is
1
2

Viz. those of Boutilier, Darwiche and Pearl ([10]), Lehman, Spohn ([32]) and Williams.
This restriction is enough to prompt Katsuno and Mendelzon to talk about “a semantic counterpart to the system of spheres” ([18], p. 281), which is almost enough to make one wonder whether
they momentarily forgot the close connection between maximally consistent sets of sentences and
interpretations, which goes back at least to Henkin.
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consistentu

w1

¤φ w2 ô φ P w2 ñ φ P w1.

This is the ordering the expert places on the points, or rather to look at it another
way: a fragment of the expert’s view that the novice has acquired via the observation
(= statement by the expert) that φ holds. Theorem 2.3.1 gives us the novice’s view of
things: ¤Γ P BW such that minpW, ¤φ Y ¤Γ q  Γ φ.
In a more general case where we have a satisfaction relationship ( between points and
formulae, we can give the following definition of the ‘expert’s view of things’ (i.e. the
binary anonymous belief state induced by the piece of incoming information φ):

pq

w

¤φ w1 ô w1 ( φ ñ w ( φ


We write JφK for the set of points w where w ( φ, and JΣK for φPΣ JφK when Σ is a set
of formulae. We say that an anonymous belief state is ‘centered’ on a set of formulae Γ
just when minp¤q  JΓK. Then we can formulate the following proposition:
Proposition 3.3.1:
If ¤Γ is an anonymous belief state centered on Γ, then
: L
φ

Ñ
Þ
Ñ

ΣL
minp¤φ

, defined thus:

Y ¤Γ q

is an AGM revision operator for Γ (cf. §2.2.1).
Proof. This proposition is (very differently phrased but) in effect proved in [22], for the
case of fusion, which is just ordered refinement.
-

3.3.2 Iterating revisions
Shoham and Maynard-Reid II talk about an “asymmetry” in existing theories of belief
revision: that its output is a belief set, whereas in a sense3 its input is a belief state.
In their setup this is not the case: the output is of the same kind as the input, so that
there is an obvious way to iterate revisions. We should think then of the belief revision
operation as moving from belief states to belief states, given a formula.
It is instructive to see what this can bring to bear on other literature on iterated belief
revision. [10] argue that the AGM postulates themselves are too weak for iterated belief
revision, giving the example we depict here in figure 3.14 .
3
4

viz. the sense that the output is not determined by a belief set alone
This is, modulo our presentation and insights, a graphical representation of example 6, to be found in
appendix A of [10].
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Figure 3.1: The belief onion for Γ

a
b
c
d

Here JpK  ta, bu and JqK  ta, cu. Darwiche and Pearl consider the following ordering
that might obtain after revision by pp ^ q q: b ! a ! d ! c, remarking that it is
compatible with the AGM postulates. Yet if this were the ordering after the revision
by pp ^ q q, we would have Γ p pq ( p ^ q 5 , but pΓ
pp ^ qqq p ( p ^ q.
This counterintuitive result should not surprise us, who have seen that the AGM way
of thinking, which is to use sets of beliefs, at least as output from the revision, does not
give enough constraint to the process to make sense of iterated revision. Notice that
on the Shoham and Maynard-Reid II approach, the ordering ! does not result from
refinement. Rather, the refinement operator provides a way to determine uniquely the
resulting ordering, which will be as in figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Γ about to be revised by

pp ^ qq

a
b
c
d
Here the pp ^ q q-points form the core of the expert’s anonymous belief state, which is
then b  c  d a, leading to the refined belief state represented in 3.3.
Now if this were to be revised by
5

p, as in Darwiche and Pearl’s example, we get the

We write φ ( ψ to mean JφK  JψK. We are sloppy with things like domains and models in this
chapter until we introduce a more fully formal logical approach in §3.4.
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Figure 3.3: The belief onion for Γ

pp ^ qq

b
c
d
a

anonymous belief state equivalent to the belief onion represented in figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Γ

pp ^ qq about to be revised by

p

b
c
d
a

I.e. the expert’s anonymous belief state is c  d b  a. This in turn yields a (unique)
refinement, viz. the anonymous belief state equivalent to the belief onion represented in
figure 3.5, i.e. c d b a.
As we said, this kind of iteration of revision is a natural one and will occur. There are
even more pictures of it ‘in action’ in §4.2.2.
Darwiche and Pearl introduce new postulates for iterated revision:
(DP1) φ ( ψ
(DP2)
(DP3)
(DP4)

ñ pΓ ψq φ  Γ φ
φ ( ψ ñ pΓ ψ q φ  Γ φ
Γ φ ( ψ ñ pΓ ψ q φ ( ψ
Γ φ * ψ ñ pΓ ψ q φ * ψ
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Figure 3.5: pΓ

pp ^ qqq

p

c
b

d
a

We shed some light on these postulates by proving that they hold for belief refinement,
re-written following remark 3.2.1, i.e. where the belief set of pΓ φ0 q . . . φn is the
theory of minpW, ¤ψn Y . . . p¤φ0 Y ¤Γ qq.
Proposition 3.3.2:
Taking Γ  Γ1 to mean that the belief set of Γ is logically equivalent to the belief set
of Γ1 , the Darwiche and Pearl postulates for iterated revision hold with respect to belief
refinement, for revision by non-absurd propositions.6
Proof. We must show that each of the above postulates holds when the revision is iterated
according to belief refinement.
Lemma 3.3.1 (Success Lemma):
The fact that φ * K means that for any anonymous belief state
then x ( φ.

¤, if x P minp¤φ Y ¤q

Proof. Take any x P minp¤φ Y ¤q. Then for any y in the domain, xp¤φ Y ¤qy. So in
particular, for one of the y’s such that y ( φ (remember that φ * K), xp¤φ Y ¤qy. So
either x φ y, or x φ y (and x ¤Γ y). The former would require that y * φ, which is
contra our assumption; the second entails that y ( φ ô x ( φ, so indeed x ( φ.
.
That lemma will be useful in what follows.
For something approaching readability, we will in this proof write xAy for xr¤φ
Y ¤Γqsy, xBy for xr¤φ Y ¤Γsy, and xCy for xr¤ψ Y ¤Γsy.
6

I.e. for any φ such that φ * K.
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Yp¤ψ

(DP1) Suppose that φ
inclusions:

:

( ψ.

We must show that minpAq

 minpB q.

There are thus two

Then take any b P minpAq. Then take any z in the domain; we must show
that bBz. Our hypothesis that b P minpAq tells us that bAz. This gives two
possibilities:
1. b φ z. Then we have bBz immediately.
2. b φ z and bCz. This again gives rise to two possibilities:
a) b ψ z. Then b ( ψ and z * ψ. So because φ ( ψ, z * φ. So because
b φ z, z & φ. Now either:
i. b $ φ, in which case b φ z, so bBz; OR:
ii. b & φ. But the success lemma tells us that this is not possible.
b) b ψ z and b ¤Γ z. Since b φ z, we have bBz.

: Take any b P minpB q. So take any z; we must show that bAz. Our hypothesis
again gives us two initial possibilities:
1. b φ z; then bAz.
2. b φ z and b ¤Γ z. So z
b ψ z. So indeed bAz.
(DP2) Assume that φ (

:

( φ, and since φ ( ψ, b ( ψ and z ( ψ.

So

ψ. Now again we must show that minpAq  minpB q:

Take any b P minpAq. Take a z such that bAz. We must show that bBz.
Because bAz, there are two possibilities:
1. b φ z. In this case bBz.
2. b φ z and bCz. By the success lemma b
and b ¤Γ z. So bBz.

( φ, so b (

ψ. Then b

ψ z

: Take any a P minpB q. Take a z with bBz. Two possibilities:
1. b φ z; then bAz.
2. b φ z and z ¤Γ b. Now since φ ( ψ and b ( φ and b φ z, then b ψ z.
So bAz.
(DP3) Take as a hypothesis that minpB q  JψK. Now b P minpB q iff @z, b
z & b ¤Γ z q.

φ

z or pb φ

We must show that minpAq  JψK. Suppose towards a contradiction that this
is not so. That is, that there is an e P minpAq such that e * ψ. Now because
e P minpAq, for every z one of the three following situations holds:
1. e

φ

z;

2. e φ z & e

ψ

z;

3. e φ z & e ψ z & e ¤Γ .
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However, notice that by our supposition that e ( ψ, the second of these situations
is impossible. But then e P minpB q, so by our hypothesis that minpB q  JψK, we
have then contradicted that supposition, e ( ψ.
(DP4) Assume that Γ φ * ψ, we must show that pΓ ψ q φ * ψ. Our assumption
is: Db P minpB q : b * ψ. By the success lemma we know that b ( φ. So we know
that @z pz * φ ñ b ¤Γ z q.

We will show that b P minpAq, completing the proof. That is, we must show that
given any z, z ( φ ñ pa ψ z or pa ψ z & a ¤Γ z qq. Then we must show that if
() a ¤Γ z then either a ψ z or a ψ z ^ a ¤Γ z. Since a ( ψ, this means: either
z ( ψ or z ( ψ & a ¤Γ z. This is entailed by ().
-

Belief refinement is a strategy for iterated revision that will appear again in the next
chapter. We will also propose different postulates to characterise this and different kinds
of iterated belief revision (§4.2.2).

3.4 Logic for Anonymous Belief States
3.4.1 Logical Syntax
We have only so far an entirely semantic characterisation of one kind of belief ‘fusion’
or ‘merging’. Thus two questions naturally arise. Firstly, what about syntax? And
secondly, what about other ways of combining belief states?
To illustrate part of the interest of the first question, consider how what is supposedly
being represented by the ‘fusion’ described above might take place. Information is usually
considered to arrive in packets: a statement or observation claims to reveal some aspect of
reality. Furthermore, information from less reliable agents is of most use not necessarily
in arbitrating between elements of W which the most reliable agent does not distinguish,
but perhaps more importantly when we lack information from the most reliable agent:
When as far as we know that agent does not distinguish between points.
As described in section 2.1, we can model the gradual acquisition of information by
considering formulae of a language, which can be true or false at points. So we might
start with a collection of proposition letters Φ, the standard Boolean operators, and
associate a valuation function V : Φ Ñ 2W with the belief states in question. Then
consider how much information about a source’s ordering can be obtained if they emit
formulae of this language. In order for anything like the semantic merging we have
described to take place, these formulae must be able to express more than just the
belief set of the agent. That is, the agent must be able to express more than just some
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proposition φ representing the fact that all the points that are minimal for her ordering
are φ points. If a source could state only such propositions, it would not be possible to
acquire much information about the richer structure of her beliefs. But it is precisely
this structure that is of interest in Shoham and Maynard-Reid II’s modeling, because it
might be the case that there is a source s who has the following belief state: u v w,
and a more reliable source who has the following state: v  w
u. Then no useful
information would be available from s if she can only state propositional formulae that
she believes. What we want to do is to say to s, “suppose we know u not to be an
accurate representation of the actual world; what then?”, at which point she would be
able to reveal to us facts about v. In other words, we want agents to be able to make
counterfactual conditional statements. That is, an agent i should be able to make a
(counterfactual ) statement like ‘Well, if φ has to be the case, then ψ’.
That is exactly the format of the logical language used in §4.3. A slightly different
approach will be presented in §4.2. Before that, in the remainder of this chapter, we will
sketch a natural logical syntax that can be interpreted over these structures.

3.4.2 A Sketch of Syntax and Semantics
The logic that we sketch in this section we call LAB: A Logic for Anonymous Belief
states
We can notice that the pre-order relation can be ‘re-packaged’ as a unary modality:
Given any ¤P BW (which can be denoted xW, ¤y) we will define f as follows:
f

I.e. f

: W
w

Ñ W
ÞÑ tv P W |w ¤ v & v ¦ wu

pwq gives the set of strictly ‘better’ points.

Then we define f

to be the converse of f ¡ :
w

P f ¡pvq ôdf v P f pwq

Finally, we will define fk pwq as the constant function returning W .
Definition 3.4.1 (Anonymous Belief Frame):
Given ¤P BW , the tuple
xW, f , f ¡, fk y

Is an anonymous belief frame just whendf f , f ¡ and f k are defined as above.
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Then, if we equip an anonymous belief frame with a valuation V , we can use the standard
modal semantics, using ♦ , ♦¡ and k as modal operators (and l , l¡ and K for their
duals) to interpreting the frame’s functions, to say a great deal about the structures.
Fact 1:
The following axioms are sound with respect to anonymous belief frames:
(lK)
(K4)
(K5)
(l¡ L)

lpp  qq  plp  lqq for l P tl , l¡, K u.
Kφ  KKφ
kφ  Kkφ
l¡pl¡p  pq  l¡p

We can consider frames that combine several agents’ belief states, in order to use this
logical language to talk about belief refinement:
Definition 3.4.2 (n-agent Anonymous Belief Frame):
Given t¤i P BWi uiPn , the tuple

xΩ, tfi

, fi¡ , fik uiPn y

Is an n-agent anonymous belief frame just whendf
1. for each i P n, xΩ, fi æ Wi , fi¡
anonymous belief frame; and
2.

3.

æ

Wi , fik

æ

Wi y (the restriction to Wi ) is an

@i P n, @w P Ω  Wi,
a) fi¡ pwq  H
b) fi pwq  fik pwq  Wi

Ω  iPn Wi .

We say then that xWi , tfi , fi¡ , fik uiPn y is the anonymous belief frame induced by
BWi uiPn .

t¤iP

3.4.3 Expressing Merging
Now we can use this logic to define a number of belief merging operators. Here we will
choose refinement: For a simple example we will consider the 2-agent case, and will
introduce a new operator ♦1Y2 .
Consider the following axiom:
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(AY) ♦1Y2 φ  p♦1 φ _ p ♦¡
1 φ ^ ♦2 φqq
We show that this axiom characterises the operation of belief refinement, in the following
sense:
Theorem 3.4.1 (Characterisation of Refinement):
Given a 2-agent anonymous belief frame F  xΩ, tfi , fi¡ , fik uiPt1,2u y, the formula (AY)

is valid on the structure xΩ, tfi , fi¡ , fik uiPt1,2u , f1Y2 y precisely when f1Y2 is the relation
obtained from ¤1 Y ¤2 , where F is induced by t¤1 , ¤2 u.

Proof. First, we observe an equivalent way of writing the definition of belief refinement,
in terms of the strict relations rather than the reflexive ¤ relations:
Lemma 3.4.1 (Strict Refinement):
Definition 3.2.1 is equivalent to:
xp
Proof. We write

C

A

for

p

x

C

Y
A

y

B

qy ô px

Y

B

A

y or py

¢A

&x

B

y qq

q:

ô px ¤C y & y ¦C xq
ô ppx A y or px A y & x
ô
ô

B y qq
AN D
py ¢A x & py A x & y ¦B xqqq
px ¤A y & y A xq
OR
px ¤B y & y ¦B x &x A yq
x Ay
OR
y ¢A x & x B y

Then the proposition to be proved can be re-expressed as follows:
F

( pAYq ô @w P Ω, f1Y2pwq  tw1|w1
ô @w P Ω, f1Y2pwq  tw1|w1

Y wu

1 2
1

w or pw

¢A w1 & w1

We will prove the two directions of this bi-implication one at a time:
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B

wqu

ñ:

Suppose that F ((AY). In particular then, for any w, F, w ( pAYq. Now we
must show that f1Y2 pwq  tw1 |w1 1 w or pw ¢A w1 & w1 B wqu. We will show
each direction of the inclusion:

:

Take some w1
Then:

ñ
ô
ô
ô
ô

P f1Y2pwq.

Then choose a valuation V such that V ppq

 twu.

w ( ♦1Y2 p
w ( ♦1 p _ p ♦¡
1 p ^ ♦2 φq (by the validity of (AY))
w ( ♦1 p
OR
w ( ♦¡
1 p ^ ♦2 p
2
Dw P f1 pwq : w2 ( p
OR
Dw2 P f2 pwq : w2 R f1¡pwqq
w1 P f1 pwq
OR
w1 P f2 pwq & w1 R f1¡ pwq
w1 1 pwq
OR
w1 2 pwq & w ¢1 pwqw1

: Take any w in the domain. Here we must show that for any w1 such that (a)
w1 1 w or (b) w1 2 w & w ¢1 w1 , it holds that w1 P f1Y2 . That is: We
must show that both (a) and (b) determine this.

(a) Take a w1 such that w1 1 w. Then choose a valuation V such that
V ppq  tw1 u. Now w ( ♦1 p. So by the validity of (AY), w ( ♦1Y2 p, so
w1 P f1Y2 pwq.
(b) Take a w1 such that w1 2 w and w ¢1 w1 . Again, choose a valuation
1
¡
such that V ppq  tw1 u. Then w ( ♦¡
1 p ^ ♦2 p, so w R f1 pw q and
1
w P f2 pwq.

ð:

The easy direction: Suppose that for all w, f1Y2 pwq
w1 & w1 B wqu. Then check that F ((AY):
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 t w 1 |w 1

1

w or pw

¢A

So let M be a model based on F, and w a member of the domain. Then:
M, w

( ♦1Y2φ ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

Dw1 P JφK X f1Y2pwq
Dw1 P JφK X tw2|w2 1 w or pw ¢A w2 & w2 B wqu
Dw1 P JφK : pw1 1 w or pw ¢A w1 & w1 B wq
Dw1 P JφK : w1 1 w

OR
Dw1 P JφK : w ¢A w1 & w1 B w
M, w ( ♦1 φ
OR
M, w ( ♦¡
1 φ ^ ♦2 φ
M, w ( ♦1 φ _ p ♦¡
1 φ ^ ♦2 φq

We show that M, w ( ♦1Y2 φ  p♦1 φ _ p ♦¡
1 φ ^ ♦2 φqq, and then that M, w
¡
p♦1 φ _ p ♦1 φ ^ ♦2 φqq  ♦1Y2φ

(
-

3.4.4 Expressing Conditionals
Notice also that the conditionals that we mentioned in §2.3.4 are definable here:
Remark 3.4.1:
If we introduce a next modality

xbesty

And define it explicitly with the following axiom, reducing it to the previous language

xbestyψ  kpψ ^

♦

Jq,

then we can easily obtain the following characterisation result (at the level of models,
rather than just frames), where F  xΩ, f , f ¡ , f k y is the 1-agent anonymous belief
frame induced by any anonymous belief state ¤ W  W and set Ω:

xF, V y ( xbestyψ ô minpW, ¤q X JψK  H,
More informally, xbesty is true of a formula ψ just when there is a ψ-point which is
minimal in the relevant pre-order. Now the semantics for the conditional φ lñ ψ to
which we alluded in §2.3.4 says roughly: at the best φ points, ψ holds. Its dual, φ♦ñ ψ
says that there is a best φ point at which ψ holds; i.e.:

xF, V y ( φ♦ñ ψ ô minpJφK, ¤q X JψK  H
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Remark 3.4.2:
M ( φ♦ñ ψ

ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

Mr!φs ( xbestyψ
M ( r!φsxbestyψ
M ( r!φsk pψ ^ ♦ Jq
M ( k pφ ^ r!φspψ ^ ♦ Jqq
M ( k pφ ^ r!φsψ ^ r!φs♦ Jq
M ( k pφ ^ r!φsψ ^ ♦ pφ ^ r!φsJqq
M ( k pφ ^ r!φsψ ^ ♦ pφ ^ Jqq
M ( k pφ ^ r!φsψ ^ ♦ φq

We do not know the structure of ψ, so cannot continue to use the P AL reduction axioms
from §2.3.2, but for any given ψ there is a method to reduce a statement of the form
φ♦ñ ψ to the base language presented in this chapter.
We do not pursue further this logic. It is similar to a logic proposed in [8]. We have
noted that one can express ‘belief refinement’ in such a logic.

3.4.5 Future Directions
One way to take future work here would be to flesh out the logic which was described
briefly in this chapter. For example, it should be possible to modify it to talk about
belief ‘fusion’ as described above, i.e. including pedigreed belief states. Remaining with
the same language, one could also find other representation theorems for other natural
merging operations of belief states. This should be straightforward, but would involve
answering the second question with which we opened the last section.
That question (about different kinds of belief fusion or, more generally, merging) will be
briefly raised again at the end of §4.3.3. A topic for future research is to determine what
kind of mathematical structure would best capture the generality of different kinds of
belief merging.
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4 Rope Models
4.1 Introduction
Grove’s representation theorem shows us that anonymous belief states are precisely the
sort of structure that enable us to give a semantical characterisation of the AGM postulates. We now look at logical systems which allow for a multi-agent setting and whose
semantics are based on such anonymous belief states.
The main reason for choosing an unorthodox presentation of an AGM representation
theorem in §2.3.4 was to adopt a perspective which brings to the fore the similarities
between sphere-system semantics and relational semantics. What are the points in a
system of spheres model, and how should we enrich those models in order to make a
serious claim towards an epistemic representation thesis? A point gives a propositional
valuation, or a ‘ground state’, just as did points in relational models. The only other
thing present is a well-behaved pre-order over the points, that represents the agent’s
disposition to revise her beliefs. Clearly more is needed. A system of spheres is a
way to represent one belief state, where a belief state is taken to include dispositions
to change the things actually believed (where the things ‘actually believed’ are given
by the core of the belief state, minpW, ¤q). In chapter 3 we have examined how such
objects, i.e. systems of spheres not associated with particular points, can be interesting
to study in a multi-agent setting; now we want to look at ways to represent several
beliefs, including beliefs about beliefs.
In this chapter we will present two logical frameworks for reasoning about belief change.
The first is Dynamic Doxastic Logic, or ‘DDL’. DDL and its semantics are formulated
in [31]. We devote some space to a discussion of repeated, or iterated, revision, add some
axioms to DDL and showing their AGM postulate correspondents. We also continue
the line of inquiry opened in §2.2.3 about the nature of the ‘action’ that the ‘dynamic’
operator represents in DDL; we present three different possible interpretations for the
operator. Partly in connection with this inquiry, we attempt to follow up a line of
thought of Krister Segerberg’s in formulating a notion of ‘complete belief’, and we prove
a completeness result for a logic including such an operator.
One of the three possible interpretations for the ‘dynamic’ operator in DDL might
be called ‘disposition to change’ (rather than change per se). That is in effect the
interpretation used in the second logical framework for reasoning about belief change,
which we will call ‘Doxastic Pre-encoding’ Logic (DP L), and for whose formulation we
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rely largely on [7]. In that logic the ‘dynamic’ operator of DDL is re-cast as a ‘static’
dispositional operator: An operator for describing anonymous belief states. We then
look at what more truly ‘dynamic’ operators are in this context, including for example
the public announcement operator of P AL, and in each case we show whether and how
the corresponding operator can be introduced into DDL.

4.2 Dynamic Doxastic Logic
Originally formulated as a modal logic to represent the AGM postulates, in their single
non-introspective agent form, dynamic doxastic logic has been extended [31] to the
introspective case, and here we present a version of it that we have extended in a natural
way to the multi-agent case. The language of DDL has two types of modalities: doxastic
and ‘dynamic’. Thus for each agent a we will have a monadic operator Ba used to talk
about the agents’ beliefs, and for every formula φ with which it is possible to revise and
for each agent a we will have a monadic operator ra φs.

4.2.1 Syntax and Semantics
The logic DDL is then given by the following axiom schemata and rules of inference:
Axioms:
(P) φ, where φ is a propositional tautology;
(K)
(R1)

lpφ  ψq  plφ  lψq, where l P tBa, raχsu;
raφsBaφ;
This corresponds to the AGM ‘success’ postulate, i.e. ( 1) above; it says that
after revising by φ, φ is believed. (See §4.2.2 below for the translation schema
AGM ú DDL.)

(R2)

raψsBaK  praφ ^

ψ sBa K  ra φsBa Kq;

We have suppressed the K operator which is present in [31], expressing of its
operand that the agent cannot revise by its negation. Ka φ  ra φsB K is a
theorem of the logic of [31]; the Ka operators are thus completely definable. Here
raφsBaK can be read as Ka φ, but noted that it should not be read as ‘agent a
knows φ’: We certainly do not have as an axiom Ka φ  φ, whereas such an axiom
seems incontestable for a knowledge modality. 1 We give a Ka translation of this
1

To put it in other terms, terms which are given a more formal meaning towards the end of this chapter:
The use of K provides the reader with soft information that Ka φ should be read as saying that the
agent knows (has hard information) that φ. However, as always with such information, the same
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axiom in order to explain it: It is equivalent to Ka ψ  pKa pψ
the K axiom for the compound modality r sBK .
(R3)

 φqq  Kaφq, i.e. to

ra pφ  ψqsBaK  praφsBaχ  raψsBaχq;
This axiom states that if to an agent there is no conceivable way in which two
formulae φ and ψ could differ in truth value, then if that agent revises by those
formulae it always has the same effect on the beliefs of that agent. It corresponds
approximately to ( 4) above. We might now ask why the axiom does not have
the form:

(R3’)

ra pφ  ψqsBaK  praφsχ  raψsχq.

After all, if an agent cannot conceive of two propositions differing in truth value,
then why should they have different effects when she revises by them? For example, as it stands (R3) leaves open the possibility that ra p ^ ps p and ra psp, or
raqsBa1 p and raq ^ qs Ba1 p. To decide which of the axioms (R3) or (R3’) are
appropriate, we should have a coherent interpretation of what the rφs operator is
supposed to represent.
(R4)

raφ ^ ψsBaχ  raφsBapψ  χq;

(R5)

raφsbaψ  praφsBapψ  χq  raφ ^ ψsBaχq;

This is a translation of ( 5): It says that beliefs after revising by φ ^ ψ include all
of those beliefs that would be obtained by revising by φ and then adding (rather
than revising by) ψ.

This translates the postulate ( 6): If it after revising by φ, ψ is conceivably true,
then we have the converse of (R4), i.e. that any belief obtained by revising by φ
and then adding ψ will be a belief after revising by φ ^ ψ.
(R6)

raφsψ  raφs

ψ;

This expresses the functionality of the revision operator; it does not correspond to
one of the AGM postulates, but is implicit in them.
(R7.1) Ba φ  ra JsBa φ
reader should be prepared to revoke beliefs based on it, for example when noting the awkwardness
of the fact that as modelers we are not committed to saying that agent a is correct: φ ^ Ka φ is
consistent. All that Ka φ says for certain is that a cannot even conceive of being incorrect in a belief
that φ. Of course, it would be possible to add some of
(RKT)
(RK4)
(RK5)

ra φsBa K  φ;
ra φsBa K  ra ra φsba JsBa K;
ra φsba J  ra ra φsBa KsBa K.

This would make the knowledge reading of
here.

ra φsBK more acceptable.
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We do not pursue the topic

(R7.2) bJ  pra JsBa φ  Ba φq

These last two axioms concern revision by J. The intuitive meaning of these
axioms is as follows: The first (R7.1) states that beliefs cannot decrease when
revising by a tautology: If you believe something before it, then you will believe
that thing afterwards. The second (R7.2) states that if your beliefs are currently
consistent then revising by a tautology will not increase your beliefs: That if after
the revision you believe something, you believed it beforehand. We do not dwell
here on what revision by J might mean, postponing such a question until we have
established, as we attempt to in §4.2.3 what revision tout court might mean in
DDL, and only raising it again for a technical reason in §4.2.4.

Rules of Inference:

$φ

$φψ
$ψ

MP

;

$ φ lN
For l P tBa , ra ψ su : $ lφ
;
$φ
$ ra φsBaK KN ;
φψ
rφsχ  rψsχ Sub
This last two rules are the only ones requiring any comment. As we remarked about
the axiom (R2) above that it is the equivalent of axiom K for the compound modality
ra sBaK, so is KN the equivalent of rule N (necessitation) for that same modality.
The final rule, substitution of provably equivalent formulae in revision contexts, is to
avoid, for example, that rps might have a different effect from rp ^ ps2 . Notice that if
we were to change (R3) to (R3’) above, then this rule would be redundant, as it would
be simulatable by KN , (R3’) and M P .
We address now the semantics of the logic. The models of DDL are relational structures
in which the belief- and revision- accessibility relations are related in an appropriate
manner. That manner is appropriate in that it captures something of the AGM postulates: each point is associated with an anonymous belief state for each agent. It is
formulated in terms of selection functions rather than pre-orders, but (as Lewis in effect
shows3 ), the two definitions are effectively equivalent.
2

This is why the logic is not suited for treating the dinosaur-vase scenario of Fermé and Hansson that
we mentioned in §2.2.3.
3
[20] – On p. 49 he remarks the obvious equivalence, which we have taken for granted, between ‘onions’
and pre-orders; on p. 59 he proves the trickier equivalence between onions and selection functions.
Note that unlike the sphere systems he considers, our onions are not ‘centered’; [31] provides the
proof found on p. 59 of [20] without the centering assumption.
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Definition 4.2.1 (Selection Function):
Given a non-empty set W and a set P of propositions over W (i.e. subsets of W ), F is
a selection function from P over W iffd f :
(0) F : P Ñ PW ;
(1) F pX q  X;

 Y ñ pF pX q  H ñ F pY q  Hq;
X  Y ñ pX X F pY q  H ñ F pX q  X X F pY qq.

(2) X
(3)

(Cf. conditions (2)–(3) [20], p. 58.) The connection between selection functions and
pre-orders is as follows: minpP, ¤F q  F pP q.
Definition 4.2.2 (DDL model):
Given a non-empty set W , an n-agent DDL model over W is a tuple

xW, τ, tfauaPn, tfaX uX Pτ , V y,
where
(a) xW, tfa uaPn , V y is an n-agent relational model;
At each point, certain ground facts will hold, and each agent has certain beliefs,
which, as in the case of the relational models (definition 2.3.3), are sets of points.
(b) τ is a Boolean algebra over W , whose elements we will refer to as τ -propositions.
These should be thought of as the propositions by which agents are able to revise, or
of which they can in some sense conceive: For example, one might let propositions
in τ correspond to formulae φ for which there is a point w at which for some agent
a, w ( bφ.
(c) faX : W

ÑW

Each agent also has a revision function for each of the elements of τ . This function
effects a transition from one point to another. Thus revision is, like in AGM ,
completely deterministic. (Cf. Axiom (R6))
(d) For each w

P W , fapf pwqq is a selection function from τ over W .

That is the agent’s new belief state after revision by φ is constrained in that it must
be determined by some selection function. This is the locus of the relation between
this semantics and the AGM postulates, or rather their semantic counterpart in
the system of spheres, equivalent to selection functions. (Cf. [31])
(e) fa pwq  fa pf W pwqq
Semantical correspondent of axiom (R7.1).
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(f) fa pwq  H ñ fa pf W pwqq  fa pwq
Correspondent of (R7.2).
We extend the truth definition for relational models to provide for the new
ators:
Definition 4.2.3 (Satisfaction of xa φyψ ):
The ra φs operators have the following satisfaction definition: w
ψ, where X is the largest τ -proposition contained in JφK.

raφs oper-

( raφsψ ôdf faX pwq (

I.e. we give the standard definition of satisfaction, given that the f φ ’s are functional. So
far we have presented the syntax and semantics of a multi-agent version of DDL. We
will now extend existing work in a number of ways.
First of all we will show that it is possible to add axioms to the logic in order to
characterise iterated revision. The AGM postulates say nothing about what the new
anonymous belief state should look like after revising by a proposition: As we have seen,
they only give the output belief set. Therefore they do not state how to go about revising
iteratively. In §4.2.2 we give axioms that capture several ways to iterate revision based
on the existing anonymous belief state.
In §4.2.3 we then go on to propose that the operation expressed by the modalities of
DDL does not correspond sufficiently to the intuitive notion of an action: Because DDL
is intended to be a modal logic for the AGM postulates, it, like them, does not consider
revision as an action. Here we in effect recall §2.2.3, where we discussed for example
introspection, and the problems generated by Moore sentences.
Before comparing DDL with what we call ‘doxastic pre-encoding logic’, we nonetheless provide, in §4.2.4 and then chapter 5, one technical addition to the existing DDL
literature: A completeness proof for a ‘complete belief’ operator in DDL.

4.2.2 Iterated revision
Can we add axioms to DDL to ensure that iterated revision occurs in a certain way?
Certainly we can, as long as that ‘certain way’ is expressible in the language. Then which
‘certain way’s are expressible in the language? We do not fully answer this question, but
do provide an example of three natural ways, the first of which we have already seen,
which are expressible in the language. Specifically, the first iteration strategy for which
we will provide axioms is the belief refinement operation that we described in §34 . The
4

In [7] it is the ‘revolutionary’ strategy; Segerberg has, in discussion, suggested that it might be called a
‘trusting’ strategy; cf. [27]. In the most comprehensive taxonomy of iterated belief revision strategies
that I have seen ([25]), Rott calls this operator ‘moderate revision’.
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second we call, following [7], the ‘Machiavellian’ strategy5 The last is the least rational,
and we call it the ‘cynical’ strategy6 . The axioms need to say things about the truth of
formulae of the form
(It)

raφsraψsχ.

Again, the interpretation of the revision operator is problematical here: Below we consider the special case that is formulae of the form Ba χ. This will permit us to translate
our axioms more directly into AGM postulates, using the translation schema used to
generate the DDL axioms, i.e.:

raφsBaψ ú Γ

φ$ψ

For the iterated case, it looks like this:

raφsraψsBaχ ú pΓ

φq

ψ

$χ

(We will use the right-to-left direction of these translation schemata in §4.2.2 to converting the Darwiche and Pearl postulates for iterated revision (§3.3.2) into DDL axioms.)
Refinement
Specifically, we want axioms to say for example that if it’s coherent to a that φ and ψ
both hold, then (It) holds just if after revising by the conjunction of φ and ψ, then χ
holds. If, on the other hand, that is not coherent to a, then a simply forgets the original
revision by ψ, and (It) is equivalent to ra φsχ.
Then we have the axioms:
(DR1)
(DR2)

raφ ^ ψsbaJ  praφsraψsBaχ  raφ ^ ψsBaχq;
raφ ^ ψsBaK  praφsraψsBaχ  raφsBaχq.

We might be tempted to replace Ba χ with χ:
(DR1’)

raφ ^ ψsbaJ  praφsraψsχ  raφ ^ ψsχq;

5

Segerberg’s favoured term here is ‘skeptical strategy’; again cf. [27]. Rott [25] calls it ‘conservative
revision’ and ‘natural revision’.
6
This does not appear in Rott’s typology; it is very similar to his ‘restrained revision’ though.
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Figure 4.1: Refinement: The case when

raφ ^ ψsbaJ holds:

φ
ψ

legend:

rφsb
rψsb
rφ ^ ψsb,  rφsrψsb
(DR2’)

raφ ^ ψsBaK  praφsraψsχ  raφsχq.

Choosing (DR12’) over (DR12) is difficult without a more concrete natural interpretation of the ra φs operator. The same comment could apply to the other axioms we
propose here for iterated revision.
We mentioned iterated revision in §2.2.4. Although we have argued that the AGM postulates appear to refer to what we call belief sets rather than to belief states, nonetheless
notice that (DR12) could have been included as postulates:
( DR1) Γ
( DR2) Γ

pφ ^ ψq & K ñ pΓ
pφ ^ ψq $ K ñ pΓ

φq

 Γ pφ ^ ψq
φq ψ  Γ ψ
ψ

In this form it is possible to argue that they encapsulate a natural kind of minimality,
or conservatism, of change.
Recall that we already had postulates, due to Darwiche and Pearle, which we proved
were valid for this kind of iterated revision. Thus we have the following:
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Figure 4.2: Refinement: The case when

raφ ^ ψsbaJ does not hold:

φ
ψ

Corollary 4.2.1:
( DR1-2), which characterise refinement7 , entail Darwiche and Pearl’s (DP1-4) from
§3.3.2.
and equally that the Darwiche and Pearl axioms, when translated into DDL will characterise the same iterated revisions:
Corollary 4.2.2:
The following
(LDP1)
(LDP2)
(LDP3)
(LDP4)

raφ ^ ψsBaK  praψsraφsBaχ  raφsBaχq
raφ ^ ψsBaK  praψsraφsBaχ  raφsBaχq
raφsBaψ  raψsraφsBaψ
raφsbaψ  raψsraφsbaψ

are consequences of (DR1) and (DR2).
7

Or ‘Revolution’, ‘Trust’, or ‘Moderation’ if you are van Benthem, Segerberg or Rott. ‘Lexicography’
if you have a less active imagination.
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Machiavellianism
In the Machiavellian strategy, it is only the new belief set, obtained after revision, that
is shifted and placed on the top; the others remain where they were, relative to each
other. That is, it is only in the case where after revising by φ an expansion by ψ would
be possible that the revision by φ before ψ affects that second revision:
(DM1)
(DM2)

raφsbaψ  praφsraψsBaχ  raφ ^ ψsBaχq
raφsbaψ  praφsraψsBaχ  raφsBaχq
Figure 4.3: Machiavellianism: The case when

φ

raφsbaψ holds:

ψ

In a sense that deserves to be made more precise, Machiavellianism is less ‘stable’ than
Refinement.8 That is, if two models of an agent’s belief state are very similar, the
Machiavellian strategy will not in general reflect that similarity. This instability could
form the basis of an argument that the strategy is less rational.
Again, we can write postulates in the AGM format to express (DM1-2):
( DM1) Γ
( DM2) Γ

φ&

ñ pΓ
φ $ ψ ñ pΓ
ψ

φq

 Γ pφ ^ ψq
φq ψ  Γ φ
ψ

The final strategy that we present is also not ‘stable’, and certainly is less rational than
both of the previous ones:
8

It is Johan van Benthem who suggested this way to express my intuition here in terms of ‘stability’.
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Figure 4.4: Machiavellianism: A case when

raφsbaψ does not hold:

φ
ψ

Cynicism
The cynical strategy is in a sense like the Machiavellian strategy, in that it promotes the
favoured φ points, after a revision by φ, to the top, but in the case where this belief state
should turn out to be wrong, it quickly gives up and prefers to think that the original
revision was incorrect. One form is strong cynicism:
(DSC1)
(DSC2)

raφsbaψ  praφsraψsBaχ  raφ ^ ψsBaχq
raφsBa ψ  praφsraψsBaχ  raψ ^ φsBaχq

Here the agent will, after learning that a revision did not give her a correct theory, reject
that revision in the strong sense that she will change her commitment set so as to rule
out that the revision was correct.
In the weaker form, characterised by the following three axioms, after learning that a
revision did not give her a correct theory, she will prefer to reject the revision over
accepting it, but will not go so far as to modify her commitment set:
(DC1)
(DC2)

raφsbaψ  praφsraψsBaχ  raφ ^ ψsBaχq
raφsBa ψ  praψ ^ φsbJ  praφsraψsBaχ  raψ ^
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φsBa χqq

Figure 4.5: The Cynical iterated revision strategy in action

φ
ψ

(DC3)

raφsBa

ψ

 praψ ^

φsB K  pra φsra ψ sBa χ  ra ψ sBa χqq

Again, we can provide AGM -style postulates for this rather strange form of iterated
revision:

ñ pΓ
ψ & φ ñ pΓ φ $
ψ $ φ ñ pΓ φ $

( DC1) Γ
( DC2)
( DC3)

φ&

ψ

φq

 Γ pφ ^ ψq
ψ ñ pΓ φq ψ  Γ pψ ^
ψ ñ pΓ φq ψ  Γ ψ q
ψ

φqq

Discussion
Notice that the DDL axioms expressing these strategies all have a similar form. Indeed
in (DR1) and (DM1) the consequent is the same; similarly for (DR2) and (DM2). This
suggests, albeit in a very imprecise way, that there is some common structure to natural
strategies, and one that might be exploited in addressing the research question raised at
the end of §3 of finding general mathematical structures that express the full generality
of belief merging, or indeed fusion.
Each of these sets of strategy-characterising axioms will restrict the class of frames to
those in which the revision and belief operators are related in a specific way.
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We do not here spell out more formally the correspondence between these axioms and
their semantic correlates; some work has been completed here in [27], where similar
axioms have independently been stated. We will look instead at the question we have
skirted around a number of times so far, of just what the rs operator is intended to
represent DDL (in the sense in which the Bi and r!Gφs operators in P AL can be said,
along the lines of Baltag and Moss’ representation thesis, to represent factive belief and
announcement to a group). This will lead us to look at another logic for revision, where
such a formal correspondence is already established.

4.2.3 What is revision in DDL?
As Segerberg observes ([31], p. 89), the DDL way of representing revision does remain
subject to the Moore problems we discussed in §2.2.3. I believe that there is some
confusion about what is represented by the revision operator ra φs. Is it an action?
Certainly the failure in the treatment of the Moore problems means that if it is an
action it is not an announcement. There remain three clear possibilities for a coherent
common-sense interpretation of the ra φs operator.
1. It can be seen as an operator of the ST IT (See To It That) type, whereby the agent
is forced to ensure that after the action, she believes φ. In this interpretation, which
is most faithful to the intuitions of Segerberg, the action is in effect a command:
“Make it the case that, or see to it that, you believe φ”. In this case, clearly the
Moore problem does not have the gravity which we have thus far assigned it. A
command ra p ^ Ba ps is simply a command which is impossible, for an agent
with any normal (human-like) degree of introspection, to obey.
An alternative way to phrase this interpretation is that the revision operator ra φs
does capture an action of announcement to a, by some source which is not (at
least not immediately) doubted, but not of the proposition φ, but rather by the
proposition ‘It will be the case, after this announcement, that φ’.

We describe below, in §4.2.4 a way in which the ‘disbelief retention’ problem can
be eliminated, and in which the absurdity of the Moore sentence commands can
be brought out within the logical system, even without adding anything like full
introspection to any of the agents. (This would be of relevance to both this interpretation and the following one.)
2. If the operator is to be considered as some kind of announcement or statement,
then the Moore sentences remain problematic. One option is to add some temporal
element in the logic, specifically, a ‘Yesterday’ operator: Y φ means that, just before
the last action, φ was true. Then the axioms could be altered so that anything
of the form ra φsψ pBa q, where ψ is a formula containing an occurrence of the
Ba operator, would be transformed into ra φsψ pBa Y q, i.e. inserting a Yesterday
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operator after each Ba operator, so that the first axiom, for example, would become

raφsBaY φ
Which we would read, “After revising with the fact that φ, agent a believes that
before that action φ held.” This would require adding a temporal aspect to the
semantics, and is only mentioned here as a possibility. We do address the possibility of adding time into the mix in chapter 7, but will not pursue further this
interpretation.
3. Alternatively, the revision operator can be seen to be is a sort of internal action:
A supposing, or an hypothesising, by the agent in question. Then ra φsBa φ could
for example be read as saying that if a were to suppose that φ, then a would be
supposing a situation in which φ. Notice that the Moore problem does not appear
here: I am perfectly able to entertain the possibility that it is raining outside and
that I am unaware of this fact (r ^ Bme r); all that this means is that I believe
that, in that possibility which I am entertaining, r ^ Bme r. Notice that the
compositionality of the language is threatened by this interpretation: We do not
say
When entertaining φ, then in the possibility which I am entertaining, I believe
that φ holds,
but rather
When entertaining φ, then I believe that, in the possibility which I am entertaining, φ holds.
If we compare this with the previous suggestion for interpretation, involving a
Yesterday operator, we can observe what may be merely a superficial similarity
between the two. In each case, in order to make a compositional interpretation, of
the standard recursively defined type, it would be necessary to insert an operator;
this time the operator would express that the belief in question is not about the
state of the world given the act of supposition which the agent has made, but
rather about the object of the supposition. In the previous case, the operator
would express that the belief in question is not about the state of the world given
the act of announcement (or discovery, or whatever) that the agent underwent,
but rather about the state before that act. This may be a superficial similarity,
but nonetheless it should be clear that there is some similarity.
Note that it is difficult to see here how to interpret nested revision modalities.
In all three of those interpretations, we can note now that it is unclear for example why
rφsp is not an axiom of the system.
The language of DDL provides us with a succinct manner for expressing some of the
richness of belief states. In §4.3, we will consider a more succinct but slightly less expressive language for representing belief states; there some of the subtleties of expression
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of DDL will be lost, but it will be precisely those parts which were problematic for the
last two interpretations that we will no longer be able to express.

4.2.4 Complete Belief
We also note that it is possible to give an even richer (i.e. more expressive) language
for representing belief states, by introducing an operator C that is a doxastic version
of the ‘common knowledge’ operator familiar from the epistemic logic literature ([12]);
in its multi-agent version we might call C a ‘common belief’ operator. Segerberg has
suggested that this might provide us with a way to overcome the problems within DDL
other than the Moore problem. That is, the problem of retained disbelief.9 For complete
belief we can give the following additional axioms:
(C1) Ca φ  pBa φ ^ Ba Ca φq;
(C2) Ca pφ  Ba φq  pBa φ  Ca φq;
We will present the semantics of this logic and prove completeness with respect to that.
(The logic is of course not compact, so it is completeness in the sense of the logic
capturing every validity of the form ( ξ rather than Ξ ( ξ where Ξ is an arbitrary set
of formulae.) However, in order to do this we must first make some adjustments to the
logic, which correspond to our worries about what the revision operator is supposed to
represent. Specifically, we find that we are forced here to introduce the following axiom:
(R7!)

rJsφ  φ,

This in effect leads us to postulate the following:
( 7) Γ

J  Γ,

which conflicts with ( 3), because it means that tKu J  K. To a critic of such an
approach, one could reply in the following manner: The absurd belief state really is that,
absurd. There is no way to recover from it. We might be able to imagine (or to recall)
situations in which we were so surprised by a new piece of information, or command
to believe something, that we were unable to know what to think afterwards. It might
be thought that that is the absurd belief state. Then we could also imagine (recall)
coming to regain beliefs, to find our epistemic feet. That would then be thought to be a
contradiction with ( 7). However, this situation can be simulated in the logic DDLC .
9

Solving the Moore problems in this context would require dealing with the problem of giving a syntactic
characterisation of successful updates (cf. [11]).
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Specifically, one can introduce one or more propositional variables and give them an
interpretation consistent with the informal description of the scenario just given. pK , for
example, might correspond in some way with ‘I don’t believe it!’.
We will also have to make a corresponding change in the frame class in order to make
(R7!) sound.
We call the logic DDL with the three additional axiom schemata (C1), (C2) and (R7!)
‘DDLC ’. Here we have given only single-agent versions of complete belief. To those
familiar with the literature on common knowledge, this might seem an odd thing to be
doing. In fact it is straightforward to extend the definitions to encompass groups of
agents; the interest is rather in finding the transitive closure (and not the union of a
collection) of belief relations.
Definition 4.2.4 (Transitive Closure (f )):
Given a function f : W Ñ 2W , we denote the transitive closure of f as f , which is the
smallest relation such that
1. f pwq  f
2.

pwq;
w1 P f pwq ñ pf pw1 q  f pwqq.

This is non-trivial in this case because in DDL no significant assumptions are made
about belief: it is not assumed to be positively or negatively introspective for example.
Complete belief is the positively introspectible closure of belief. Clearly if the belief were
already transitive at every point of the model (i.e. including after any revisions) then
there will be no difference between the c and b operators.
Definition 4.2.5 (DDLC model):
Given a non-empty set W , an n-agent DDLC model over W is a tuple

xW, τ, tfab, fac, tfaX uX Pτ uaPn, V y,
where
• xW, τ, tfab , tfaX uX Pτ uaPn , V y is an n-agent DDL model, and

 fb ;
fW  id – That is, the revision function induced by J is just identity: revision by
J does nothing.

(d) fc
(e)

Theorem 4.2.1 (Completeness of DDLC ):
The logic DDLC is complete for the class of DDLC models.
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Proof. Chapter 5
-

4.3 Doxastic Pre-Encoding Logic
There is a more natural semantics than that of DDL for a language like that proposed
at the end of §3.4. In this section we present that semantics, and describe its language
and some of its logic; much of this resembles the formulation in [7]. We also make many
comparisons between the logic and DDL.

4.3.1 Static Semantics
Definition 4.3.1 (n-agent Rope Model10 ):
An n-agent rope model is a tuple xW, tka uaPn , t¤a uaPn , V y, where xW, tka uaPn , V y is an
n-agent relational model, and for each i P n, ¤a : W Ñ Oka pwq , (we write ¤w
a for ¤a pw q).
In such a model, ka plays the same role as in standard relational models: It gives what
we can call the ‘commitment set’ of the agent (cf. [31]). It would be appropriate to write
the modality corresponding to it as Ka , but in what follows we will not in fact make use
of the commitment set. The new part in these kinds of models are the functions ¤a . At
each point w and for each agent a, ¤w
a represents a’s belief state.
Note that putting fa pwq  minpW, ¤a q will let us write down, given an n-agent rope
model, an n-agent relational model. Indeed, we put the following as the truth condition
for the modal operator Ba in n-agent rope models:
(4’) w

|ù Baφ ô minpW, ¤wa q  JφK.

This means that the models we would write down would be indistinguishable, from the
point of view of the language we are dealing with, from the original n-agent model. There
is more information, of course, present in the n-agent rope model, and the question now
(as it was in §3.4) is in what way we should enrich the logical language so that it can
distinguish suitably between two models. The belief state of an agent at a point is given
by the belief onion associated with that agent at that point. And what does such a belief
onion give us? We can think of it as a series of ‘fallbacks’, representing what the agent
would believe should she not believe some part(s) of her actual beliefs – represented by
the core, minpW, ¤q. In order to capture this information present in the model, we will
10

We call them ‘rope models’ because ‘rope’ is the collective noun for (any rope of) onions; the ‘Amsterdam canal model’ suggested earlier would nonetheless have been more illustrative.
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add a two-place modal operator to express belief, as is done in [7], which is semantically
equivalent to Lewis’ lñ operator. Where Ba φ ‘said’ that agent a believed φ, φ l
añ ψ
‘says’ roughly that if agent a believed φ, she would believe ψ. The formal definition is
(5) w

|ù φ la ñ ψ ô minpJφK, ¤wa q  JψK.

There is enough information in a rope model to represent beliefs, including their disposition to change under the influence of various sorts of information.
The description given above of what φ l
a ñ ψ ‘says’ is thus ‘rough’ rather than precise because it does not mean that if the agent were to learn (for example, via an
announcement) that φ then the agent would believe ψ. For example, it might be that
from some point w, in the agent’s nearest p-points, the agent does not believe that p
(i.e. w * p l
a ñ pJ l
a ñ pq); yet after an announcement that p, the agent believes that p
(i.e. w ( r!pspJ l
a ñ pq). We will examine some ways of formulating announcements, by
the introduction of several different modal operators corresponding to expansions and
revisions. Just before that, it is instructive to compare the static part of DP L with
DDL.

4.3.2 Comparison with DDL
Notice that there is a similarity between the models for the static DP L which we have
just seen, and the models for DDL. The difference is that what in a DDL model takes
two modal steps in a rope model only takes one. That is: ra φsBa ψ can be read as
saying: “Revise by φ, then go to all the belief states, then check that ψ holds”, where
φl
a ñ ψ says, “Go to the closest φ points, then check that ψ holds”. The DDL approach,
while arguably a little unnatural11 , does prima facie allow more expressivity.
DDL allows formulae of the form
• Ba φ,
•
•
•
•

raφsp,
raφsra1 ψsχ,
raφsBaBa1 ψ,
Ba ra1 φsψ,

and so on, which are not in the general case directly translatable into DP L formulae.
11

We see this unnaturalness reflected in the completeness proof of DDLC that we provide (chapter 5),
when we introduce a two-sorted model that reflects what is effectively a two-sorted approach.
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We assume for the time being the ‘suppositional action’ interpretation of the DDL
revision operator (described above in §4.2.3), which is, of the three interpretations we
suggested, closest to the spirit of [7]. Then we will show that the extra expressivity of
the language of DDL has no clear use under that interpretation.
Formulae of the form Ba φ can be expressed as J l
a ñ φ, and indeed this is how [7]
expresses the basic monadic belief modality in terms of the binary one. In DDL there
is the possibility for an agent to have incoherent belief states and to be ‘resurrected’
from this epistemic hell by revising by J. I have no clear intuition about what this is
supposed to mean. (Nonetheless we have made some comments about the absurd belief
state above in §4.2.4.) If rJs were to have such effects, this would raise similar issues as
formulae of the form ra φsp, or more generall ra φsψ, where ψ is a propositional formula.
In such cases, there is certainly no intuition to be taken from [1] as to what should be
the case, but there are good motivations for maintaining that after supposing it to be
that case that (or even, in any of the more general senses, after revising by) φ, which
might be taken to be an epistemic action, there is no change to such ground facts.
If we are happy to accept this account of how Ba φ can be expressed, then clearly we can
express in the binary language formulae of the form ra φsBa Ba ψ.
Consider now the case of formulae of the form ra φsra1 ψ sχ. Given that we are not interested in the case where χ is purely a Boolean combination of propositional variables,
we are considering formulae of the form ra0 φ0 s . . . rak φk sBa ψ. These are intended to
represent iterated supposings. It is hard to see how my supposing, or entertaining,
(presumably privately12 ) that φ could affect your belief state at all. Therefore we assume that ak  a. For similar reasons, the only intelligible case, given this particular
interpretation that we have chosen, is then where each of the a0 . . . ak are a.
This in general represents iterated revision, which is discussed in §3.3.2 and 4.2.2. In
the particular interpretation we have chosen to discuss here, it is iterated suppositions:
If I entertain the idea that it is raining (r) and then entertain the idea that I am riding
my bicycle (s), is this different from my entertaining the idea that it is raining and
that I am riding my bicycle (r ^ s)? If I entertain the idea that it is raining, and then
entertain the idea that it is not raining, then I am certainly not entertaining the idea
that is raining and not raining (r ^ r, i.e.K). In these cases of iterated entertainings,
the three strategies discussed in 4.2.2 could be used to characterise different kinds of
agents, or perhaps just different kinds of supposition.
The closest way of representing such a formula in the DP L language is φ0 l
a ñ . . . φk l
añ
ψ, i.e. rφ0 sBa rφ1 s . . . Ba rφk sBa ψ. Now if this were not the same as rφ0 s . . . rφk sBa ψ
then it would be because our model represents an epistemic state in which the agent is
not introspective about her own belief state, where ‘belief state’ now is taken to include
dispositions to change beliefs. This is certainly an interesting topic, and is related to the
12

Perhaps there is some scope for developing a ‘Public Entertainment Logic’, but this is something we
will not pursue here
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issue of ‘complete belief’, for which we provide a completeness proof in DDL. However,
we will not say much more about it here. We will return briefly to the issue during our
presentation of the dynamic part of DP L. (We do not address at all the question what
formulae of the form ra0 φ0 s . . . rak φk sBa ψ should be taken to mean when the ai ’s are
distinct.)
Consider now the last example of formulae not expressible in the language of DP L but
expressible in that of DDL: Ba ra1 φsψ. Again, we are not interested in the case where
ψ is of the form Ba1 χ. Then once again it is very unclear, if ra1 φs is to be interpreted as
a private epistemic action by a1 , just what such a formula should express. For example,
the formulae Ba ra1 φsp ‘says’ that a believes that if a1 were to entertain φ, then p would
hold. Ba ra1 φsBa p is similarly difficult to attribute with sense.
DDL is undeniably a more expressive language than that of DP L, and for talking about
models which are very similar to rope models, given the equivalence between pre-orders
and selection functions. In the semantics of DDL it is the selection functions which
are the central representations of the doxastic states of the agents. Those selection
functions are, as we saw in the semantics, made out of a compound of two functions
each corresponding to one modal operator. We saw that a discussion of iterated revision
was possible in the DDL case. We will now look at how a similar approach is possible
in DP L.

4.3.3 True Dynamics
In [7], van Benthem considers two kinds of belief change: under ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ information. The epistemic change in DEL can be considered to be ‘hard’ belief change, and
is comparable to Segerberg’s ‘irrevocable’ belief revision: Parts of the model are deleted,
just as in PAL. This can be seen as belief expansion. The epistemic change under soft information is closer to belief revision of the AGM tradition: The ordering between points
is changed. Each of them is expressed in the language by a modality of the same type
as in PAL and DDL: i.e. a monadic modality for each proposition. The new language is
‘reduced’ to the static one by means of PAL-style reduction axioms. There is a great deal
of expressivity in the static language, to the point that very specific forms of revision,
including the one defined by refinement (§3.3.2) can be defined in the language.
Hard Change – public announcement DP L
The effect of a public announcement in the DP L semantics is exactly the same as it
was in the relational semantics context of §2.3.2. That is, an announcement of a fact φ
eliminates from the model all points at which φ does not hold. The additional reduction
axiom looks like this (cf. [7], p. 12):
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(PR) r!φsψ l
a ñ χ  φ  ppφ ^ r!φsψ q l
a ñr!φsχq
[7] shows the soundness of that axiom. We can give such reduction axioms for the DDL
operators of which DP L’s binary operator is a compound. However we will see that they
do not have the same compound effect as that one reduction axiom for DP L. Consider
the following two reduction axioms for the ‘static’13 language of DDL:
1. r!φsba ψ
2.

 φ ^ bapφ ^ r!φsψq
r!φsraψsχ  φ ^ raφ ^ r!φsψsr!φsχ

We can similarly show the soundness of each of these parts. (1) is basically (GG4),
the reduction axiom for public announcements provided in 2.3.2. The soundness of the
second can by seen by noting that
w

(M r!φsraψsχ ô
ô
ô
ô
ô
ô

w
w
w
w
w
w

(Mr!φs raψsχ
(M( φ & f JψK r s w (Mr!φs χ
(M( φ & f JψK r s w (M r!φsχ
(M( φ & f Jφ^r!φsψK w (M r!φsχ
(M( φ & w (M rφ ^ r!φsψsr!φsχ
(M( φ ^ rφ ^ r!φsψsr!φsχ.
M !φ

M !φ

M

Putting (1) and (2) together gives us

r!φsraψsbaχ  φ ^ rapφ ^ r!φsψqspφ ^ bapφ ^ r!φsχqq.
Notice that we cannot then proceed to obtain the axiom (PR), or any minor modification
of it. This is because of the strange, almost two-sorted nature of the DDL models14 .
This two-sortedness, which we have already mentioned in §4.3.2, is exemplified in the
following paragraphs.
Certain worlds in a model might only be used for revision, and not for beliefs. We give
a formal definition to make this clear:
Definition 4.3.2 (Revision world):
A world w in a DDL model is a revision world iffdf there is no world w1 in that model
and agent a such that w P fa pw1 q.
13

There is a problem of nomenclature here: The word ‘dynamic’, sounds very fun, but its meaning is
confused, as it is being used in different ways. In van Benthem’s usage, ‘dynamic’ appears to mean
‘model-changing’, whereas whereas this is not the case in Segerberg’s ‘dynamic doxastic logic’.
14
This two-sortedness is exemplified when we exploit it in the completeness proof in the next chapter.
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Take a model in which a point r is a revision world. It is clear that for any proposition
letter p, any formulae φ and ψ, and for any world w, in order to determine whether
w ( ra φsBa ψ it is irrelevant whether or not r P V ppq:
Proposition 4.3.1 (Irrelevance of valuations for revision worlds):
Take any model M  xW, R, V y containing a revision world r P W . Then define the
model M1  xW, R, V 1 y where for any p P Φ and any s  r, s P V 1 ppq ô s P V ppq,
and r P V 1 ppq decided arbitrarily by tossing a coin. The following are equivalent for any
agent a, formula ψ and w P W :

(M raφsBaψ
w (M1 ra φsBa ψ.

1. w
2.

Then we can have two such models M and M1 , who only differ in their evaluation of the
revision world r. Suppose for example that r P V ppq but r R V 1 ppq. Then r P Mr!ps but
r R M1 r!ps. Entailing that there can be some formula ψ and some world w such that

(Mr!ps raφsBaψ but
w *M1 r!ps ra φsBa ψ.

1. w
2.

Then there is clearly no way to reduce, via a single reduction axiom, the compound
r!φspraφsBaψq. Two reduction steps are needed. Again, it is unclear to me what could
be the advantage of such a complication that must be present in such a dynamic15 version
of DDL.
Soft Change – public revision DP L
In hard change, points are irrevocably eliminated from the model, representing the
acquisition of absolute (‘hard’) information to the effect that a certain proposition holds.
There are other more subtle forms of information change that we might consider, which
alter the agents’ orderings over points without irrevocably eliminating them. [7] gives
reduction axioms for two very specific changes in orderings. One of them, there called
‘Revolutionary’, or ‘lexicographic upgrade’, is again the belief refinement of §3.
There are reduction axioms to the existing language that enable us to characterise these
very specific relation changes. For example, consider a modal operator for the action 16
of belief refinement (lexicographic upgrade), ròφs, true of a formula ψ just when after
15
16

Here we are using ‘dynamic’ in Baltag’s sense: See §6.3.4 below.
This is not the same as the characterisation provided in §4.2.2, for reasons (which I hope are by now
at least not entirely foreign) relating to the static nature of the logic in §4.2.2. Of course, there is a
big similarity between the actual axioms.
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refinement by φ, ψ holds. The (only interesting) reduction axiom, that for the binary
belief modality, is as follows (cf. [7]):


(RR)

ròφsψ la ñ χ  

p ppφ ^ ròφsψq la ñKq ^ pφ ^ ròφsψq la ñròφsχq
_
ppφ ^ ròφsψq la ñK ^ ròφsψ la ñròφsχq

Other such ordering-changing operations are possible, and many will be definable in the
language as it stands. However, there is something a little ad hoc about these reduction
axioms, and it would be of great interest to find a general logic in which such ordering
changes could be expressed. Just as DEL generalises the relation changes of P AL, the
language of [4] allowing such relation changes (which represent actions) to be expressed
in the language in a completely axiomatised manner, it should be possible to do the
same here with ordering changes.
This is not something that we can pursue here however, leaving it open as a topic for
future research.
In this (non-eliminative) case it is possible to give reduction axioms of the ròAs operator
to the language of DDL. One might hope that the DDL approach with its static revision
operator and standard monadic belief operator would allows a clearer exposition of the
reduction axioms for specific order-changing functions like (RR). However, as we will
see there is not much additional clarity to be had. The relevant reduction axioms of the
ròφs operation for DDL are as follows:


(RR1)

ròφsraψsχ  

praφ ^ ròφsψsbaJ ^ raφ ^ ròφsψsròφsχq
_
praφ ^ ròφsψsBaK ^ raròφsψsròφsχq

What does (RR1) say? If we brush aside some of the recursive details, looking at an
instance where φ and ψ are both proposition letters, we get:


(RR1’)

ròAsrapsχ  

praA ^ psbaJ ^ raA ^ psròAsχq
_
praA ^ psBaK ^ rapsròAsχq

As in the case of (RR) we have a disjunction, two cases: If at w the agent can conceive of
some world in which A and p hold, then f JpK pwq will be f Jp^AK pwq; if not, it will remain
as it is.
Now (RR2) can be obtained bearing in mind axiom (R7). Then
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(RR2)

ròφsBaχ  

praφsbaJ ^ raφsBaròφsχq
_
praφsBaK ^ Baròφsχq

This axiom again has the disjunctive form: If agent a can conceive ψ possible, then she
will believe χ after upgrading all the φ worlds iff in the closest φ worlds she believes (the
proposition expressed in the new model by) χ. If not, then her belief remains unchanged
(modulo the last parenthetical recursive caveat).
In the next chapter we provide a technical intermezzo: The completeness for DDLC .
Skipping to chapter 6, we turn our attention to an algebraic approach to representing
belief change. After a brief presentation of that approach we will apply some of the
concepts from this chapter to illuminate the problem of trying to axiomatise the algebraic
revision function.
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5 Completeness of DDLC
5.1 Introduction
We will show that the logic DDLC is complete with respect to the class of its models,
i.e. that given a consistent formula ξ, there is a DDLC model containing a point that
satisfies ξ. We do this for the single-agent case because the notation becomes heavy
otherwise. The result can be extended in a straightforward way to the many-agent case.
For the slightly simpler notation which is possible in the single-agent case, we redefine
DDLC models (cf. definition 4.2.5).
Definition 5.1.1 (DDLC model):
Given a non-empty set W , a DDLC model over W is a tuple

xW, τ, fb, fc, tfX uX Pτ , V y,
where
• xW, τ, fb , tfX uX Pτ , V y is a 1-agent DDL model, and
(g) fc

 fb

;

5.2 Building a Model
We will define several different models, each one building on features of the last. The
fourth model we arrive at will be the one we want: it will contain a point that makes ξ
true, and furthermore it will be a model of the requisite kind.

5.2.1 Parsonical model
The first model we define will be isomorphic to the smallest filtration of the full canonical
model for DDLC . We define it, as in [9], in terms of ‘atoms’, that is: maximally
consistent subsets of a (sub-formula-closed) set of formulae. That set of formulae will
be ‘Π-closed’. That is, sub-formula-closed in the following sense:
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Definition 5.2.1 (Π-closure):
Given a set Σ of formulae, its Π-closure, ΠpΣq, is the smallest set such that:
1. Σ  ΠpΣq
2.

φ P ΠpΣq ñ φ P ΠpΣq

P ΠpΣq ñ pφ P ΠpΣq & ψ P ΠpΣqq, where # P t_, ^, u
♦φ P ΠpΣq ñ φ P ΠpΣq, where ♦ P tb, c, rφsu
rφsψ P ΠpΣq ñ φ P ΠpΣq
pφ P ΠpΣq & @ψ P L, φ  ψq ñ φ P ΠpΣq

3. φ # ψ
4.
5.
6.

In what follows we assume Υ to be the Π-closure of some set Σ of formulae.
Remark 5.2.1:
When Σ is finite, ΠpΣq is finite.
We write ML for the set of maximally DDLC -consistent sets of sentences of the language
of DDLC . We write ML{Υ for the set of equivalence classes of ML over Υ. We write AΥ
for the set of maximally consistent subsets of Υ.
Remark 5.2.2:
There is a natural isomorphism α : AΥ
Ξu.

Ñ ML{Υ: the connection is αpΓq  tΞ P ML|Γ 

This remark not essential to the proof that follows, but the reader might find it useful,
when reading the following proof, to think of the members of AΥ at once as sets of
formulae (finite sets when Υ is finite; and henceforth we assume that Υ is finite) and as
(infinite) subsets of ML , the domain of the familiar canonical model.
Sets of sets of formulae are thought of as propositions, and, for any set of sets of formulae
A, we define the function:
Definition 5.2.2 ({  { (propositions over A)):

{{

Υ
φ

Ñ 2A
Þ tΓ P A|φ P Γu
Ñ

(It will never be ambiguous which set A is question, thus we have suppressed the more
rigorous notation {  {A .)
We will have to define the algebra of propositions τ over the domain of the model. It will
be useful in the proof that follows to be sure that each member of τ is some {φ{, where for
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every Γ P AΥ , Γ $ φ ô Γ & φ. Therefore we will make use of the following definition,
which we will use to make τ be the set of Boolean combinations of Υ-propositions over
A:
Definition 5.2.3 (L ):
ΥL df the smallest set such that
1. Υ  ΥL ;
2. φ P ΥL
3.

ñ φ P ΥL;
tφ, ψu  ΥL ñ φ # ψ P ΥL, where # P t_, ^, u.

Lemma 5.2.1:
For any φ P ΥL and any Γ P AΥ , Γ $ φ ô Γ &

φ.

Proof. By induction on φ. The base case is immediate. The inductive hypothesis is that
for any formula ψ smaller than φ, Γ $ ψ ô Γ & ψ. Then the case where φ  ψ is
immediate; we show just

^: φ  ψ ^ χ.
ñ: Immediate from consistency of Γ;
ð: By contraposition: Assume that Γ & pφ ^ ψq. Then Γ & φ or Γ & ψ.
inductive hypothesis, Γ $ φ or Γ $ ψ; either way, Γ $ pφ ^ ψ q.

So by

That detail aside, we can now define the first model, before seeing why it is not adequate
for our purpose.
Definition 5.2.4 (Parsonical Model over Υ):
The parsonical model over Υ is the tuple AΥ :

xAΥ, τ, tg u Ptb,c,rφs|φPΥu, V y,
where:

P tb, cu, g pΓq  t∆| &  Γ 
τ  t{φ{|φ P ΥL u; ; and
V ppq  tΓ P AΥ |p P Γu.

• for
•
•

b
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∆u;

Ignoring for a parenthetical moment the algebra of propositions τ , the model is, as we
have already noted, isomorphic to the smallest filtration of the full canonical model.
Using such a filtration is the technique applied in Segerberg’s completeness proof of
P DL [29], to overcome a similar problem of non-compactness. A very similar approach
to the one we have taken so far is used in [19] and in the textbook presentation of [9],
to tackle the same problem.
However, the reason that our completeness proof is not (more) immediate is that information from the canonical model is needed regarding the behaviour of the revision
functions in order to obtain a model that respects AGM, i.e. that respects the condition
that each fb pf pwqq be a selection function (cf. definition 4.2.2).

b


φ

Θ

Γ

∆

Figure 5.1: An example of why the Parsonical model is inadequate.
For example, situations like the one depicted in figure 5.1 are possible, indeed commonplace, in the parsonical model, and this prevents the AGM conditions from being
respected there.1 – In that illustration for example, we do not necessarily have ∆ $ φ,
as the first selection function clause would require. Yet we want to use a finite model in
order to exploit one of the known techniques for obtaining a model in which the common
belief function behaves correctly with respect to the belief function. In the parsonical
model, we do not even have this. Yet it is obtainable, because such finite subsets are
definable in terms of a single formula2 . So our strategy will be to build a ‘two-sorted’
1

In fact, things are worse than that: The situation depicted in figure 5.1 can be remedied by using the
closure condition
rφsψ
bφ b φ

in Π, including also rJsJ, and then defining τ as t{φ{|φ P tψ |bψ P ΥuL u. Such an approach looked
promising once on a train to Wassenaar. However, the final condition of selection functions remains
intractable with that approach.
2
See lemma 5.2.2; this technique is discussed in [28], pp.31f. We could note that it enables us to use
the following form of reasoning in our proofs:
Γ P f♦ p w q
w $ ♦xΓy .
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model, in which we have points corresponding to the points in the parsonical model, used
to obtain a model in which the common belief function behaves correctly, and points
associated with maximally consistent sets of formulae (points in the canonical model),
which we will use to show that our model respects AGM.

5.2.2 Orthodox Model
We will now enrich the language, but in a conservative manner: We introduce a fresh
propositional variable3 , p8 . We do this in order to distinguish between the members
of the two sets that will make up the domain of our model. p8 will be a member of
precisely those points which correspond to full maximally consistent sets of formulae.
One half of the domain of the orthodox model, then, is BΥ

 t∆ Y t

p8 u | ∆ P AΥ u.

The other half takes a little bit more defining. We need to have representatives for all of
the points which are φ-accessible for some φ. The vagueness of this definition hints that
we need a recursive solution: Given BΥ , we first define the points that are φ-accessible,
then take these points and define those which are φ-accessible from there, and so on.
Now we remarked already that each of these points will be represented by a point in
the canonical model, so that there is an obvious way to do the inductive step described.
There is a problem, however, in getting the ball rolling: How do we pick one possible
outgoing φ arrow from some Γ, when several are possible? It is not enough to pick just
one: We must pick one that is somehow related to any other outgoing ψ arrow that
we pick. The solution to this little part of the puzzle, taken from something Michael
Strevens achieved in a slightly different setting (see [30], pp.166-167), is just to define
a choice function, that picks a member of the canonical model for each member of the
parsonical model.
Definition 5.2.5 (Parson’s Choice function):
Any function

σ : AΥ
Γ

Ñ ML
Þ σpΓq  Γ is a Parson’s Choice function.
Ñ

The Parson’s Choice will in effect pick from the canonical model the revision dogma for
the orthodox model to follow. We can actually use any such function, so pick one, σ.
Now to move from one step to the next in the inductive definition that is to follow, we
need a function corresponding the the ψ-revision functions from the canonical model:
Definition 5.2.6 (hφ ):

3

Or we could just take one from the language which has not been used in the (finite) formula ξ.
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hφ : ML
Γ

Ñ ML
Þ tδ|rφsδ P Γu
Ñ

Here we in effect take the restriction of the appropriate functions from the canonical
model. It is a sound definition because the full canonical model is functional.
Now we can define the other part of the domain of the orthodox model, which we’ll call
YΥ . We define it recursively, the initial step requiring that we have already defined AΥ :
YΥ,0
YΥ,i
YΥ

1

 thφpσpΓqq Y tp8u|φ P Υ, Γ P AΥu
 
thφpu  t p8uq Y tp8u|φ P Υ, u P YΥ,iu
 iPN YΥ,i

(Note that this YΥ is often infinite even though Υ is finite; this is not important for our
concerns.)
The domain of the orthodox model will be UΥ
function:

 BΥ Y YΥ. Extend σ to be the following

Definition 5.2.7 (Orthodox Choice):
ς : UΥ
Γ P BΥ
u P YΥ

Ñ ML
Þ σpΓ  t p8uq
Ñ
Þ u  tp8u
Ñ

Remark 5.2.3:
For any φ P Υ and any u P UΥ , φ P ς puq ô φ P u, i.e. ς puq is an Υ-extension of u.
We are ready to define the next model:
Definition 5.2.8 (Orthodox Model over Υ):
The orthodox model over Υ is the tuple SΥ

xUΥ, τ, tj u Ptb,cu, tfX uX Pτ , V y,
where:

 BΥ Y YΥ.
τ  t{φ{|φ P ΥL u.
For ♦ P tb, cu:
a) For Γ P BΥ , j♦ pΓq  t∆ P BΥ |Γ &

1. UΥ
2.
3.
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b



∆u;

b) For u P YΥ , j♦ puq  t∆ P BΥ |u $ b

4.



p∆  t p8uqu
• For any φ P Υ, if {φ{  AΥ then f{φ{ puq  hφ pς puqq.
• fA puq  u.
V ppq  {p{.
Υ

5.

Before proceeding, we must prove that the fX ’s are well defined. That is, in order for
for definition 5.2.8 to be a coherent definition, the following proposition must hold:
Proposition 5.2.1:
For any φ, ψ P Υ, {φ{  {ψ { ñ f{φ{ puq  f{ψ{puq .
Proof. Take then φ and ψ P Υ such that {φ{  {ψ {. That is (by definition 5.2.2),
@Γ P AΥ, φ P Γ ô ψ P Γ. We must show that for all u P UΥ, f{φ{puq  f{ψ{puq. We
consider the two possible cases.
• Firstly, suppose that {φ{  AΥ . Then by hypothesis {ψ {  AΥ . So (by definition
5.2.8), f{φ{ puq  f{ψ{ puq  u.
• Otherwise, neither {φ{ nor {ψ { is AΥ . Then (by definition 5.2.8), f{φ{ puq 
hφ pς puqq and f{ψ{ puq  hψ pς puqq. So it remains to show that hφ pς puqq  hψ pς puqq.
By hypothesis, {φ{  {ψ {, i.e. @Γ P AΥ , φ P Γ ô ψ P Γ. That is, tφ, ψ u is
inconsistent and t φ, ψ u is inconsistent. So $ φ  ψ and $ ψ  φ, i.e. $ φ  ψ.
Then by Sub, $ rφsχ  rψ sχ for any χ.
In that case, take any δ P hφ pς puqq. Then (definition 5.2.6) rφsδ P ς puq. So
instantiating χ as δ, we have ς $ rψ sδ, so that as required δ P hψ pς puqq.
Notice that revision by rJs keeps one at the same point, so that it will not necessarily
terminate at a point in UΥ , unlike revision by any other non-equivalent formula. (The
only formulae revision by which the definition of the orthodox model allows to remain
at the same world are those which are equivalent, in DDLC to J: Suppose that there is
some formula φ P Υ such that {φ{  AΥ ; then there is no Γ P AΥ such that Γ ( φ; so
$DDLC φ.)
Now the orthodox model is almost what we need. In it, as we will show, jc  pjb q .
However, the reverse inclusion does not in general hold. Therefore in the next section
we will define a new model which is exactly like the orthodox model except that jc is
made ‘regular’.
Remark 5.2.4:
Observe that the way in which we have defined the j♦ ’s is such that j♦ puq  BΥ .
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This is important, as it means that the images of these functions can be defined by a
finite set of formulae, and thus by a formula (this is a time when the p8 will be used):
Lemma 5.2.2 (Finite definability):
For any X  BΥ there is a formula xXy such that @u
xΓy for xtΓuy.
Proof. For each Γ P X, we define xΓy 

p8 ^



P UΥ, u P X ô u $ xXy.

We write

Γ. Γ is finite, so this is a formula.

Now suppose u $ xΓy. Then u P BΥ , as xXy $ p8 . And so for any ∆ P UΥ , ∆ $ xΓy ô
∆  Γ, because these are maximally consistent subsets: If ∆  Γ, then Dδ P ∆, δ R Γ, so
that Γ $ δ, but then ∆ $ δ, so ∆ $ K.
Furthermore, since BΥ is finite, X will be finite, and so we can define xXy 



P xΓy.

Γ X

Lemma 5.2.3 (Inclusion lemma):
In the orthodox model, jc  jb .
Proof. Take any u P UΥ .
Then if we take any ∆
that ∆ P jb puq.

P jcpuq, we know (remark 5.2.4) that ∆ P BΥ.

We must show

By remark 5.2.4 again, and by lemma 5.2.2, there is a formula xjb puqy such that @v
v $ xjb puqy ô v P jb puq. If we can show that u $ C xjb puqy, we are done.

P UΥ,

We can do that if we can show that $ xjb puqy  B xjb puqy. For then by C-necessitation,
$ C pxjb puqy  B xjb puqyq. So by axiom (C2), (*) $ B xjb puqy  C xjb puqy. And since
u $ B xjb puqy, then u $ C xjb puqy as required.. (Suppose u & b xjb puqy; then DΘ P
jb puq  jb puq; but by definition 4.2.4, jb  jb , so jb  jb  H.)
So it remains to show that $ xjb puqy  B xjb puqy. Intuitively this holds, for if you can be
reached by a b-chain from u, then any point that you can reach by a single b-step will
also be reachable by a b-chain from u. Figure 5.2 illustrates the situation.
Suppose then that $ xjb puqy  B xjb puqy does not hold and derive a (more formal)
contradiction: If xjb puqy ^ B xjb puqy & K, then there’s some Γ P jb puq such that Γ &
B xjb puqy; in which case there is some ∆ P BΥ  jb puq such that ∆ P jb pΓq, so ∆ P jb puq,
which is a contradiction.
That done, we move to the final model, in which jc will be made to conform.
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b!
∆
Γ
j b p uq

u
Figure 5.2: Lemma 5.2.3

5.2.3 Sanctioned Model
Definition 5.2.9 (Sanctioned Model over Υ):
The Sanctioned model over Υ is the tuple MΥ :

xUΥ, τ, tf♦u♦Ptb,cu, tfX uX Pτ , V y,
where

 jb;
fc  fb ;

• fb
•

(And UΥ , τ , the fX ’s, and V ’s are as above, in definition 5.2.8.)
Now we will prove Υ-restricted versions the standard existence and truth lemmata for
the Sanctioned models. The, in §5.4, we will prove that the Sanctioned model is a DDLC
model.

5.3 Completeness
In the following proof, on a number of occasions we will want to appeal to the existence
of a certain maximally consistent subset of Υ; thus we provide the following lemma:
Lemma 5.3.1 (Construction lemma):
For ♦ P tb, c, rψ su: Given any u P UΥ such that ♦φ
that ∆ $ φ and u & ♦x∆y.
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P u, there exists a ∆ P AΥ such

Proof. Consider the following set:
Λ  tΓ  Υ|u &

♦xΓyu.

Enumerate all of the formulae ν0 . . . νk P Υ such that for each νi , there is no formula ψ
such that νi  ψ. Then we inductively define a ∆ P AΥ that will be an element of Λ :
(0) ∆0
(I) ∆n

 tν0u
1



"

∆n Y tνn 1 u
∆n Y t νn 1 u

if u & ♦pνn
otherwise

1

^ x∆nyq

Clearly ∆0 is in Λ; furthermore ∆k P AΥ : the process of construction creates a maximally consistent subset of Υ. Thus it only remains to show that the step (I) preserves
membership of Λ. To do this, suppose that ∆n P Λ. Then @χ, pu & ♦pχ ^ x∆nyq or u &
♦p χx∆nyqq: For suppose this were not the case; then
u $ ♦pχ ^ x∆nyq ^ ♦p χ ^ x∆nyq, i.e.
u $ l pχ ^ x∆nyq _ l p χ ^ x∆nyq, so
u $ lp pχ ^ x∆nyq _ p χ ^ x∆nyqq, i.e.
u $ lpp χ _ x∆nyq _ pχ _ x∆nyqq, i.e.
u $ l x∆ny.
But this last line contradicts the fact that ∆n P Λ.
This means that either ∆n Y tνn 1 u P Λ xor ∆n Y t uνn
(I) choose the one that is in Λ, so that we get ∆n 1 P Λ.

1

P Λ, and the construction

Then ∆k is the construction we were looking for.

-

It is in fact the following immediate corollary of the construction lemma that we will
use in the two existence lemmata which proceed it.
Corollary 5.3.1 (Belief-State construction):
For ♦ P tb, cu, for ♦φ P Υ: Given any u P UΥ such that ♦φ P u, there exists a ∆1
such that ∆1 $ φ.
Proof. Let ∆ be that constructed by the construction lemma, i.e. ∆
and u & ♦x∆y. Then let ∆1  ∆ Y t p8 u.

P j♦puq

P AΥ and ∆ $ φ
-

Lemma 5.3.2 (B-existence):
@bφ P Υ, @u P UΥ, bφ P u ô fbpuq X {φ{  H.
Proof. ñ: Hypothesis: bφ P u. By applying the construction corollary there is a
∆ P jb puq such that ∆ $ φ. But fb  jb .
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ð:

Hypotheses: (1) bφ P Υ; (2) φ P ∆; and (3) ∆
(2), u & bφ; so by (1), u $ bφ.

P fbpuq.

By (3), u

& bx∆y, so by
-

Lemma 5.3.3 (C-existence):
@cφ P Υ, @u P UΥ, cφ P u ô fcpuq X {φ{  H.
Proof. ñ: Hypothesis: cφ P u. We must demonstrate the existence of ∆1 P fc puq with
φ P ∆1 . Here we use the Inclusion Lemma (lemma 5.2.3), which tells us that if
∆ P jc puq then ∆ P fb puq, and so since fc  pfb q , it will suffice to construct a ∆
such that ∆ P jc puq and with φ P ∆; this is given to us again by the construction
corollary.

ð:

Hypotheses: (1) cφ P Υ; and for some for some ∆, (2) φ P ∆ and (3) ∆ P fc puq.
By (3), there is some finite sequence Θ0 . . . Θl with Θi P fb pΘi 1 q for i
l such
that u  Θl and ∆ P fb pΘ0 q. (See figure 5.3.) By induction on l we show that
cφ P Θl  u. We will take as our inductive hypothesis that for all such chains (of
the type depicted in figure 5.3) of length k, cφ is an element of the last (right-most
in the diagram) member of the chain.

b
∆1

b
Θ1

0

b
Θ1

b
...

b
Θ1k2

1

b
Θ1k1

Θ1k

 u1

Figure 5.3: A chain of the type the induction is over in the C-existence lemma.


(0) Where k  0, ∆ P fb puq, so that u & b ∆. So by (2), u &
(C1), $ cφ  bφ, so u & cφ. Therefore by (1), u $ cφ.

bφ. By axiom

(I) k  pn 1q. Inductive hypothesis: cφ P Θi for every i k. Then in particular
cφ P Θn , and so, because Θn P fb pΘk q, Θk & bcφ. But by by axiom (C1),
$ cφ  bcφ; so Θk & cφ. So by (1), cφ P Θk .
4

Lemma 5.3.4 (φ-existence):
@rφsψ P Υ, @u P UΥ, rφsψ P u ô ψ
4

P f{φ{puq.

The Fischer-Ladner condition (cφ P Υ ñ bcφ P Υ) is used in [19] for the completeness of P DL, and
it is suggested in the proof in [9] (pp 240–246) that it is needed in a P DL completeness proof which
uses similar techniques to ours. Can we do without it altogether on our proof?
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Proof. We distinguish two cases. One in which $ φ, and a second where

φ is consistent.

1. Suppose that $ φ. I.e. $ φ  J. Then by Sub, $ rφsψ  rJsψ. And by (R7)
$ rJsψ  ψ, so $ rφsψ  ψ. Then in particular we have rψsψ P u ô ψ P u.

The supposition that $ φ also entails that f{φ{ puq  f{J{ puq  u (definition 5.2.8).
Then we indeed have rφsψ P u ô ψ P f{φ{ puq.

2. Suppose on the contrary, as a hypothesis, that φ is consistent. Then {φ{  {J{,
meaning that we use the other part of the definition of f{φ{ puq from definition 5.2.8,
namely that
(1) f{φ{ puq  hφ pς puqq.
Now, definition 5.2.6 gives us
(2)

rφsψ P ς puq ô ψ P hφpς puqq.

And definition 5.2.7 gives us
(3)

rφsψ P u ô rφsψ P ς puq.

The result comes immediately from putting (1)–(3) together.
Lemma 5.3.5 (Truth Lemma):
@φ P Υ, @u P UΥ, φ P u ô u (MΥ φ.
Proof. By induction on φ.
The base case is immediate: p P u ô u P V ppq ô u ( p.
Assume that the lemma holds for formulae less complex that χ, and consider:
: Suppose χ 
φPu

^:

ô
ô
ô

φ
φRu
u*φ
u( φ

p7 χ P Υq
pinductive hypothesisq

Suppose χ  φ ^ ψ.
φ^ψ

Pu ô
ô
ô

φPu&ψPu
u(φ&u(ψ
u(φ^ψ
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♦: Suppose χ  ♦φ, where ♦ P tb, cu.
♦φ P u

xφy:

ô fcpuq X {φ{  H (l-existence lemma)
ô D∆ P fcpuq : ∆ ( φ (inductive hypothesis)
ô u ( ♦φ

Suppose χ  rφsψ.

We know that φ P Υ by the closure condition Π. Therefore {φ{
satisfaction definition for rφs (see definition 4.2.3) gives us:

rφsψ P u ô
ô

P

τ . So the

f{φ{ puq $ ψ (rφs-existence lemma)
u ( rφsψ
-

Given the standard existence and truth lemmata that we have just proved, it is now a
standard step to prove weak completeness of the logic with respect to Sanctioned models.
However, we want to prove weak completeness with respect to DDLC models, so there
is one big step left to make, which amounts to showing that we do indeed have selection
functions (cf. definition 4.2.2):

5.4 Sanctioned models are DDLC models
Proposition 5.4.1:
The Sanctioned model over Υ is a DDLC model.
Proof.

(a) Immediate from definition 5.2.8.

(b) ΥL

 t{φ{|φ P ΥLu is a Boolean algebra over UΥ: By construction.

(c) Immediate from definition 5.2.8.
(d) fb pf{φ{ puqq is a selection function over UΥ :
(1) fb pf{φ{ puqq  {φ{: Take any ∆ P fb pf{φ{ puqq. Suppose towards contradiction
that ∆ & φ. Then ∆ $ φ (lemma 5.2.1). So f{φ{ puq $ b φ. Then ς puq $
rφsb φ, giving us a contradiction with the combination of axiom (R1) and
the consistency of ς puq.
(2) {φ{  {ψ { ñ pfb pf{φ{ puqq  H ñ fb pf{ψ{ puqq  Hqq. Assume that {φ{  {ψ {.
Then $ φ  ψ; otherwise & φ ^ ψ, so there would be some consistent set
containing φ and ψ; but then there would be a member of BΥ containing φ
and not containing ψ, contracting the assumption.
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Then by rule (KN), $ rφ ^ ψ sK; so by axiom (R2), (*) $ rψ sB K 
rφsB K.

Now assume that fb pf{φ{ puqq  H. Then there is some ∆ such that b p∆ 
t p8u P f{φ{puq. So ς puq $ rφsbJ. So by (*), ς puq $ rψsbJ. So f{ψ{puq $
bJ, so there is some point in fb pf{φ{ puqq as required.

(3) {φ{  {ψ { ñ p{φ{ X fb pf{ψ{ puqq  Hq ñ fb pf{φ{ puqq  {φ{ X fb pf{ψ{ puqq.
Assume as a hypothesis that {φ{  {ψ {. Then, as we have already seen,
$ φ  φ.
So we can conclude that $ pψ ^ φq  φ.
Then assume further than {φ{ X fb pf{ψ{ puqq  H. Now we will show both
halves of the inclusion required to show that

:

fb pf{φ{ puqq  {φ{ X fb pf{ψ{ puqq :

We have already seen that fb pf{φ{ puqq  {φ{, so it remains to show that
fb pf{φ{ puqq  fb pf{ψ{ puqq. Well, we know that, since ς puq is a maximally
consistent extension of w5 , ς puq $ rψ sbφ. So, using the fact that $ φ  ψ
along with axiom (R5) and rule (RE), we get ς puq $ rψ sB pφ  γ q 
rφsBγ for any γ.
Now for γ we are going to take xfb pf{ψ{ puqqy.
Clearly ς puq $ rψ sB xfb pf{ψ{ puqqy.
(Otherwise f{ψ{ puq & b xfb pf{ψ{ puqqy, i.e. there’s some point ∆ such
that ∆ R fb pf{ψ{ puqq and f{ψ{ puq $ bx∆y, so ∆ P fb pf{ψ{ puqq!) Then
ς puq $ rψ sB pφ  xfb pf{ψ{ puqqyq. So ς puq $ rφsB xfb pf{φ{ puqqy. Then any
Γ P fb pf{φ puqq will be such that Γ P fb pf{ψ puqq.
: Consider the following instantiation of (R4): $ rφsB xfb pf{φ{ puqqy 
rψsB pφ  xfbpf{φ{puqqyq. And since ς puq $ rφsB xfbpf{φ{puqqy, ς puq $
rψsB pφ  xfbpf{φ{puqqyq. So f{φ{puq $ B p φ _ xfbpf{φ{puqqyq. Then consider
some Γ P {φ{, i.e such that
Γ $ φ. In such a case, f{ψ{ puq $


bp Γ ^ φq. But then f{ψ{ $ bp Γ ^ xfb pf{φ{ puqqyq, so Γ $ xfb pf{φ{ puqqy,
i.e. Γ P fb pf{φ{ puqq.

(e–f) Immediate from the fact (see definition 5.2.8) that f{J{ puq  u.
(g) fc

 fb : Immediate from definition 5.2.9.
-

Now that we have shown that, the remainder is plain sailing:
Theorem 5.4.1 (Weak Completeness of DDLC – Proposition 4.2.1):
Given any consistent formula ξ, there is a DDLC -model M containing a point u such
that u (M ξ.
5

When we talk of maximality we refer to maximality in the language not including p8 .
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φ
ς pw q
w

ψ

b
f{φ{ pwq
b
f { ψ { pw q

Proof. Take Υ  Πptξ uq, then the Sanctioned model over Υ will contain a point u such
that ξ P u, which by the truth lemma means that u ( ξ.
-
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6 Algebraic Approach
6.1 Introduction
Baltag and Sadrzadeh [5] present a different way of reasoning about the dynamics of
information in a multi-agent context. The semantics of their system is algebraic, and
they show it to be more general than dynamic epistemic logic. The proof theory for
the system is not a Hilbert-style axiom system, as with DEL, but is a Gentzen-style
sequent calculus, containing features from linear logic. However, that proof system is
not complete for the fragment that includes the revision operator1 , and there are good
reasons, due to the algebraic approach over a more standard modal one, why for example
techniques from the last chapter cannot be used to provide a syntactic characterisation
of the operators.
We summarise the algebraic semantics they present, and show how it connects to dynamic epistemic logic. We investigate the connections with AGM theory, and this involves considering what propositional meaning we might attribute to a given action. We
suggest that the last two AGM postulates are not respected by the axioms proposed in
[5], and finally look at why providing a complete proof system for the revision operator,
even with only these limited axioms, is not a trivial problem.

6.2 Expansion
6.2.1 Algebraic Semantics
The algebraic structure presented in [26] for reasoning about information change is general in the sense that the lattices used to represent propositions and actions need not be
Boolean; reasons for adopting such an approach are tentatively argued for in [5]: “there
is no meaningful notion of ‘negation of a theory’; similarly, there is no action that can be
called ‘the negation’ of action q.” Whether or not we endorse this view2 , it is interesting
1
2

[26] contains a completeness proof for the non-revision fragment.
The first half of their remark is certainly prima facie appealing. We could remark against the second
that there is no reason to take an action q’s sitting opposite q in a lattice of actions to mean that
q is the negation of the action q; rather, for example in the case of the porting of DEL to the
algebraic setting, the q, the negation of an action q (which is really a set of atomic actions) is the
action which is everything that q is not; i.e. the set of actions which are not in q.
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to observe that so much can be done in a less restrictive setting, and we can (and will)
consider only Boolean lattices when the need arises.
Definition 6.2.1 (Lattice of Propositions):
A lattice of propositions is just a complete lattice M  xM, _, ^y, where M is a set.
The order3 in the lattice is supposed to represent strength of information: the smaller
the element, the stronger its informational content. If m ¤ m1 then m entails m1 . A
descending path from J towards K represents an increase in information. If we take
theories in the AGM sense to be logically closed sets of formulae, then the lattice of
theories over the language L would be p2L q$ , the logically closed sets of L-formulae,
and set intersection (X) as meet (_), and Y$ as join (^), where A Y$ B  pA Y B q$ .
The ordering by information strength is such that we will read m ¤ m1 as m entails m1 .
From the AGM perspective, a move from m1 to m, where m ¤ m1 , is a belief expansion.
Definition 6.2.2 (Lattice of Actions):
A lattice of actions is a complete lattice with an additional (order-preserving) monoidal
structure Q  xQ, O, M, , 1y.
Again, a member of the lattice is more determined the lower it is. If an action q was
an announcement that φ is true, and an action q 1 an announcement that ψ is true,
then the action q _ q 1 would be an action that was either an announcement of φ or
an announcement of ψ. (Which is not in general the same as an announcement that
φ _ ψ is true.) The unit 1 in the lattice is to be thought of as the ‘empty’ action, ‘skip’
in computer science jargon. The monoid operation is concatenation, so that q q 1 in
the example above would be the action that is an announcement of φ followed by an
announcement of ψ. The next definition connects these two structures, so that we are
able to talk about the effect of an action.
Definition 6.2.3 (Proposition-Action System):
A proposition-action system is a tuple xM, Q, by consisting of a lattice of propositions
and one of actions, and with b : M  Q Ñ M satisfying the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.

piPI miq b pjPJ qj q  iPI jPJ pmi b qj q
mb1m
m b pq q 1 q  pm b q q b q 1

m b q is to be understood as the application of the action q to the proposition m: If
at some moment m holds, then after q happens, m b q will hold. In this context, the
conditions should make good sense. For example, the last one says that the effect of
3

recall that m ¤ m1 iff m1

 m _ m1
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doing (q then q 1 ) is doing q, then doing q 1 . We will call such operators ‘(algebraic)
expansion functions’ – m b q is the expansion of the current situation m by adding to it
the occurrence of q.
Definition 6.2.4 (Local View Expansion Function):
Agent i’s local view expansion function fi is a pair xfiM : M Ñ M, fiQ : Q
preserving arbitrary joins, and satisfying the following conditions:

Ñ Qy,

1. 1 E fiQ pq q
2. fiQ pa bq E fiQ paq fiQ pbq
3. fiM pm b aq ¤ fiM pmq b fiQ paq
A local view function is much like those from relational semantics: The idea will be that
if the situation is m, then agent i will think that it is fiM pmq. We should really be wary
of saying that a situation ever is indeterminate in the way in which some of the members
of the lattice of propositions are. Furthermore, instead of saying that the agent thinks
that the situation is a proposition fiM pmq, we should say that the agent thinks that the
actual (i.e. fully determined) situation is a member of fiM pmq. To describe ‘real-world’,
fully determined states we will use ‘atoms’:
Definition 6.2.5 (Atom):
x P xX, ¤, Ky is atomic iffdf @y
as AtmpX q.

 Kpy ¤ x ñ x ¤ yq.

We denote the set of atoms of X

The non-atoms represent indeterminacy, which, at least in the modeling of social situations, we might wish to avoid ascribing to the real world.
Definition 6.2.6 (n-agent Algebraic Expansion Model):
A proposition-action system supplemented with a set tfi uiPn of local view expansion
functions is an n-agent algebraic model.
In order to reason about beliefs in this system, we need a belief modality. Where we had
a Bi operator in our language corresponding to the local view function in the relational
setting, here we will introduce another such operator into the algebra:
Bi pmq 

ª

tm1|fipm1q ¤ mu

The connection between fi and Bi is such that we have the adjunction
fi pmq ¤ m1
m ¤ Bi pm1 q
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Thus where fi preserved arbitrary joins, Bi preserves arbitrary meets.
So far there is a fairly clear parallel with DEL. In section 6.3.1 we will see one simple
way of adding belief revision to the algebraic setting, and we will go on in the following
sections to compare this to AGM . Before that, we will first sketch how the parallel with
DEL can be made more precise.

6.2.2 DEL algebraically
[26] provides a representation theorem for dynamic epistemic models. By closing the
action model under composition, and the state model under update (forming a union of
disjoint models), it is possible to generate an n-agent algebraic model.
Definition 6.2.7 (Full DEL model):
A DEL model xS, Ay is full iffdf
1. it is closed under update: S b A  S;
2. it is closed under concatenation of actions; i.e.
S, m b q 2  pm b q q b q 1 ;
3. and it contains a ‘skip’ action: Dq

@q, q1 

A,

Dq2 

A :

@m 

 A : @m  S, m b q  S.

Any DEL model will generate a full DEL model containing it, by closure under b and
composition. The full model will in general be larger than the DEL model: it will contain
states that represent the ‘effect’ of each action on each state. We will look in section
7.2 at the connection between these larger models and the history-based (‘epistemic
temporal’) models of [24]. First though, we finish our summary of the representation
theorem:
Definition 6.2.8 (Concrete Epistemic System):
The concrete epistemic system induced by the full DEL model xS, Ay isdf x2S , 2A y.
A concrete epistemic system, as a pair of power set lattices, and when supplemented
with the appropriate functions (b is b; is the concatenation of actions; 1 is the ‘skip’
action; and
the local
view functions are those of the full DEL model lifted to its power


set: fa p i xi q  i fa pxi q) forms an n-agent algebraic expansion model.4
We will discuss some aspects of this representation theorem a little further in §7.2. For
now, revision:

4

Details are more extensive in [26].
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6.3 Revision
The b operator expressed expansion, in effect coinciding with the same operator DEL.
How can we introduce revision?

6.3.1 Algebraic Axiomatic Definition
In [5] another operator  is introduced to the algebra which is meant to represent
revision, where b represented expansion.
Definition 6.3.1 (Algebraic Propositional Revision Function):
Given a proposition-action system xM, Q, by,  : M  Q Ñ M is an algebraic propositional revision function precisely when it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) Dm1 m  a  m1 b q 5
(2) m b a  K ñ m  a  m b a
(3) a  K ñ m  a  K
(4) m b a ¤ m  a
The motivation for introducing such a function is to generalise the AGM notion of
revision. The connection is like this: If q is an observation, or announcement, of φ,
then m b q is to Γm Y tφu what m  q is to Γm φ. Notice for example that the
first three conditions appear to be pairwise-equivalent to, or at least to have a very
similar flavour as, the first three AGM postulates. These last two statements are vague,
and while we make the intuition behind them more explicit below, for example with
proposition 6.3.1, we shall see in section 6.3.2 the difficulties involved in making them
precise. These difficulties are due to the objections we raised against using the AGM
postulates. Firstly, the ‘thinness of actions’: actions are considered in a more general
sense than just as the learning by a single agent of a ground fact, as in AGM . Then
‘retention of disbelief’: if ψ is consistent with φ it will not necessarily hold that if ψ was
true, it will be after learning φ. And then ‘Moore-ish objection’: if an agent learns that
φ, φ will not necessarily hold after that action.
These objections, we suggested, have their basis in a view of the process of revision as
being an action, or at least being brought about by an action. The elements of the
lattice of actions are supposed to represent those actions. In this case, agents can revise
their views about what actions have taken place, in addition to just about in what
circumstances things happened.
5

Recall that these formulae are implicitly universally quantified.
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Therefore in [5] one finds also analogous conditions for the action revision function,
Q : Q  Q Ñ Q:
(Q 1) Dq 2 q Q q 1
(Q 2)
(Q 3)
(Q 4)

 q2 q1
q q 1  K ñ q Q q 1  q
q  K ñ q Q q 1  K
q q 1 ¤ q Q q 1

q1

The revision function does its work with respect to the agents’ local views of events. The
agents are able to revise their theories about the world, and also about what actions are
taking place (and, given sufficient structure on the model, as we shall see in §7.2 is the
case with the algebraic models generated by full DEL models, about what actions have
taken place).
Definition 6.3.2 (Local View Revision Function):
Agent i’s local view revision function fi is a pair xfiM : M
arbitrary joins, and satisfying the following conditions:

Ñ M, fiQ : Q Ñ Qy, preserving

1. 1 E fiQ pq q
2. fiQ pa bq E fiQ paq Q fiQ pbq
3. fiM pm b aq ¤ fiM pmq  fiQ paq
One consequence of this is that each agent will always have a consistent theory, as long
as she starts consistent and she does not consider K to occur.
Definition 6.3.3 (n-agent Algebraic Revision Model):
A proposition-action system supplemented with an algebraic revision function and a set
tfiuiPn of local view expansion functions is an n-agent algebraic revision model.
In order to make precise the connections between the axioms of definition 6.3.1 and the
AGM postulates, we must first of all specify when a given action is to qualify as a true
statement that φ, and thus when m  q is analogous to some Γ φ. We discuss this
problem in the following section. After that, in §6.3.3, we consider a restricted class of
algebraic revision models, which are closer to respecting the AGM postulates (in a sense
that we make precise).
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6.3.2 Actions: Semantics, Pragmatics
In order to make a precise comparison between the AGM postulates and the axiomatic
definitions of algebraic revision models (i.e. definition 6.3.1), it will be useful to have some
kind of formal ‘semantics’ for the members of the lattices of actions of those algebraic
models. More specifically, we want to give necessary and sufficient conditions C such
that a given action q P Q is a truthful statement that m P M holds if and only if it
satisfies the conditions C.
As we stated in section 2.2.3, the meaning of an action is often taken to be its truthconditions. That is, the conditions in which an utterance of a sentence is true give the
meaning for that sentence. In this setting then, we can talk sensibly about the meaning
of an action, and a definition given in [2] is in effect an attempt to do just that. We
will see later in this section though, that the other factors – the pragmatic parts of the
meaning of an action – are (unsurprisingly) not fully captured by what is effectively a
definition of the semantics of an action given in [2]. We will now discuss that definition,
just after giving two simple definitions. Firstly, the kernel of an action kerpq q, which is
the set of propositions which rule out the possibility of q taking place.
Definition 6.3.4 (Kernel):
kerpq q 

ª

tm|m b q  Ku

The kernel of an action then gives its ‘falsity-conditions’. So when an action q has
occurred, we know that kerpq q did not hold, because otherwise q could not have occurred.
Remark 6.3.1:
kerpq q  rq sK
The second definition relates the behaviour of an action to its identity:
Definition 6.3.5 (Extensionality):
A proposition-action system xM, Q, by is called extensional iffdf q
m b q1.

 q1 ñ Dm : m b q 

Given that we have falsity-conditions, truth-conditions should not be far away. Indeed,
[2] provides the following: “[P]ublic announcement of the proposition m P M is an
epistemic action q P Q for which fa pq q  q [for each agent a in the group to which
the announcement is made/visible], and for which kerpq q has a Boolean complement
kerpq q, satisfying kerpq q  m.” (p. 6) This is apparently enough for the purposes
of that paper, where the muddy children puzzle is worked out in using an algebraic
expansion model. We can note, however, that the “is” is not one of definition, for there
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are several such epistemic actions, even in an extensional system. Furthermore, the
condition provided, that an action q must meet in order to be considered as a candidate
for being the public announcement of a member of the propositional lattice, is certainly
necessary, but is not sufficient.
Let us take the essential part of what we need from the statement cited above from [2].
We will leave out the reference to the local view function fa , because we are concerned
only with an action being a truthful statement that a given proposition holds, and not
with the way it is perceived by the agents; abstracting away from an action representing
an announcement having any audience may seem peculiar, but for the time being we
want to consider the action in isolation from any agents who might perceive it. Then let
us paraphrase the above quotation from [2]:

pq q P Q is a truthful statement that rqsK.
There can clearly, even in an extensional system, be q, q 1 P Q such that q  q 1 and
kerpq q  kerpq 1 q, and hence kerpq q  kerpq 1 q. An example of a simple finite case is
given in figure 6.1.

a

a

a

a

Figure 6.1: Two extensionally different (join-preserving) endomorphisms, on a Boolean
lattice, with the same kernel
This reminds us that specifying the kernel of a function does not uniquely determine
that function, so that () does not uniquely determine (the extension of) an action which
is a truthful statement that m holds. Furthermore, this is actually a problem, leading
us to note the insufficiency of (): We can see here that in the diagram only one of these
morphisms can be considered a truthful statement that m holds. Notice that we do not
know which one, because to do that we need to know more about the meaning of m.6
6

This does appear to conflict with this loose way of speaking: ‘father’s announcement q0 that at least
one child is dirty is given by setting (fA pq0 q  q0 q &) kerpq0 q Ó DH , where DC is the proposition
that the set of children C are dirty. And the children’s simultaneous answer (a refutation),
q, that

they do not know if they are muddy, is similarly given by (fA pq q  q q &) ker pq q Ó iPN Bi Di ,
where Di is the proposition that child i is dirty.’ ([2], p. 8
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What exactly does specifying the kernel, the ‘co-precondition’, fix? We will use the
following notation:
Definition 6.3.6 (Co-precondition Semantics of Actions):
An action q P Q has the co-precondition semantics m P M iff kerpq q
qm for q in this case.



m. We write

We easily get the following:
Remark 6.3.2:
m1 b qm  pm ^ m1 q b qm
Proof. TST: m1 b qm  pm1 ^ mq b qm
m b qm ¤ K [Definition of qm ]
m b qm ¤ m2
m ¤ rqm sm2
rqmsm2  m _ rqmsm2
m1 ¤ rqm sm2 ô m1 ¤ m _ rqm sm2
m1 b qm ¤ m2 ô m1 ^ m ¤ rqm sm2
m1 b qm ¤ m2 ô pm1 ^ mq b qm ¤ m2
m1 b qm  pm1 ^ mq b qm

-

What does this last proposition mean? It says that, starting at m and then there
occurring a true statement that m, you get to where you would be if, having taken on
board that m is true (moving to m ^ m1 ), there then occurs a true statement that m.
That is certainly the intended effect of the co-precondition, and putting it in that form
makes this clearer. Furthermore, there is a connection with P AL. As we remarked at the
end of §2.3.3, P AL is a special case of DEL, and hence have algebraic representatives
based on their full extensions. Actions then are given a syntax: ta1 . . . ak u!φ is the action
of announcing to agents a1 . . . ak that φ is true. G!φ is an action α such that µpαq  φ
and
"
α if a P G
fa pαq 
1 otherwise
(Recall that 1 is the ‘skip’ action.) The modality rG!φs is true of its operand precisely
when, after a true statement (announcement) that φ to the agents in the set G, that
operand is true.
Consider the following situation: One agent, a, has no opinion whether p or p, and
there is one possible announcement, that p ^ Bp , i.e. that p is true, but the agent
does not know it. This is representable, as faithfully as the correctness of the epistemic
representation thesis of §2.3.1 would seem to allow, as the 1-agent P AL model drawn in
diagram 6.2.
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S
u(p

A
a

a

(

v

p

q : p ^ Ba p

Figure 6.2: A DEL model of the situation in which agent a, unsure whether or not p,
learns that p ^ Ba p
That model induces the full P AL model (cf. definition 6.2.7) illustrated in figure 6.3.

S1

A1
a

a

u(p

v

(

p

q : p ^ Ba p

a
w

(p

Figure 6.3: The full DEL model induced by the model in figure 6.2
Then by following the recipe given in §6.2.2, we get a 1-agent algebraic expansion model
we will call M1 , whose lattice of propositions is the 8-element powerset algebra over
tu, v, wu. We will briefly abuse notation here, writing u for tuu and so on. Then notice
that because u  pu _ wq ^ Ba pu _ wq, q  qu . In figure 6.4 we represent the mapping
q within M1 .
P AL provides a well-studied and precise method for specifying what changes in state
a given statement brings about. We want to apply this to the algebraic semantics of
which we know P AL to be a special case. However, In P AL, specifying the precondition
of an action succeeds in specifying its semantic content, but the same is not true in
the more general algebraic semantics. The endomorphism associated with an action by
P AL – what we might call its ‘operational semantics’, which should capture not just
the truth-conditions, but the pragmatic effect – depend upon the action’s pre-condition,
and the update rule (definition 2.3.9). Thus the endomorphism associated with q via the
b operator is constrained further, in the representation given in 6.2.2, than just by q’s
pre-condition. If m satisfies the precondition then it is mapped not to some arbitrary7
element, but rather to the join of those elements that are q-successors of elements that
are stronger than m:

7

Strictly speaking the elements can never be arbitrary, as the operation must preserve arbitrary joins,
but the point remains that there is no flexibility in the DEL case, while there is in the general case.
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Figure 6.4: The

bq :

M
m

Ñ
Þ
Ñ

M
"

v

u

K
bqu endomorphism on M1

K
tm1"a|a ¤ q & m1 ¤ mu

if m P kerpq q
otherwise

We get this because the rule given for product update (definition 2.3.9) states that
if a point w satisfies the pre-condition of an atomic action α, then that action maps
that state to xw, αy; otherwise it is not in the domain of the function. Such a rule is
unavailable as things stand in the algebraic setting. We will explore in more detail the
algebraic structures that result from lifting DEL models as exemplified above, according
to the recipe of §6.2.2 later, in §7.2. We now leave the question of the meaning of
actions, moving to a framework in which the co-precondition semantics are adequate to
define the meaning of an action: We will consider only (a restricted class of) agent-less
algebraic models, in which the pragmatic effect of an action is no longer problematic:
Epistemic actions do not change the environment when there is no epistemic agent in
the environment.

6.3.3 AGM algebraic models
In a very restricted class of algebraic models, which contain no agents and in which every
element of the lattice of propositions is a (ground) fact, we find a close parallel with the
AGM postulates.
Definition 6.3.7 (Fact):
An element p of an algebra of propositions is a fact in a proposition action system
xM, Q, by iffdf @q P Q, m b q ¤ m.
Definition 6.3.8 (n-agent Factual Algebraic Model):
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An n-agent algebraic model is factual iffdf every element m in its lattice of propositions
is a fact.
Consider the following equivalents of the AGM postulates:

¤ m1

m ¦ kerpq q ñ m  qm1  m ^ m1
m1  K ñ m  m1  K
m1  m2 ñ pm  qm1  m  qm2 q
pm  qm1 q ^ m2 ¤ m  qpm1^m2q
pm  qm1 q ^ m2  K ñ m  qpm1^m2q ¤ pm  qm1 q ^ m2

(AF1) m  qm1
(AF2)
(AF3)
(AF4)
(AF5)
(AF6)

The first four of these are respected in an extensional 0-agent factual model:
Definition 6.3.9 (AGM Algebraic Model):
A 0-agent factual algebraic model is an AGM algebraic model iffdf it is extensional (see
definition 6.3.5), and its lattice of propositions is Boolean and atomic.
Proposition 6.3.1:
In an AGM algebraic model, (AF1)–(AF4) are all respected (when the corresponding
actions qm exist), but (AF5) and (AF6) can not be respected.
Proof. By hypothesis the model is factual, Boolean, atomic and extensional.

pAF1q

pAF2q

pAF3q

By clause (1) of definition 6.3.1, we have Dp : m  qm1  p b qm1 .
Proposition 6.3.2 gives us p b qm1 ¤ pp ^ m1 q b qm1 ,
which, because ¤ is sup-preserving, yields m  qm1 ¤ m1 b qm1 ,
and since by hypothesis m1 is factual, m1 b qm1 ¤ m1 ,
so indeed m  qm1 ¤ m1 .


Suppose m ¦ m1 ; then m ¦ kerpqm1 q.
So m b qm1  K.
So by clause (2) of definition 6.3.1, we have m  qm1  m b qm1 ;
but by proposition 6.3.2, m b qm1 ¤ pm ^ m1 q b qm1 .
Now because ¤ is sup-preserving, we have pm ^ m1 q b qm1 ¤ m1 b qm1 . And since
m and m1 are factual: m b qm1 ¤ m &
m1 b qm1 ¤ m1 . So m  qm1 ¤ m and m  qm1 ¤ m1 . I.e. m  qm1 ¤ m ^ m1 .


Assume that m1  K. Then
kerpqm1 q  K, so there is some m2 such that
m2 b qm1  K. And so qm1  K.
Then by the contrapositive of p3q from definition 6.3.1, m  qm1  K.
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pAF4q

Assume that m  m1 . Then clearly m2 ^ m  m2 ^ m1 . But if the lattice is atomic
then p b qp1  p ^ p1 :
The ¤ direction is immediate, as the system is factual, so p b q
already seen that p b qm ¤ m.

¤ p, and we have

¥ direction uses the atomicity of the lattice:

p ^ m ¤ ta P AtmpM q|a ¤ p ^ mu
 ta P AtmpM q|a ¤ p & a ¤ mu
 ta P AtmpM q|a ¤ p & a ¦ mu
 ta P AtmpM q|a ¤ p & a R kerpqmqu
 p b qm.

The

Even if the revision operator were to behave well, in the sense that when two actions
have the same kernel, they operate in the same manner through it (as is the case in
extensional models for example), we would still find that (AF5) and (AF6) do not hold:

pAF5q

Does not hold when e.g. m ^ m1  K, with m1  c _ d _ e and m2  d _ e _ f ;
m  qd_e  d and m  qm1  d _ e. For example, consider the following partially
illustrated example:
Figure 6.5: AGM Algebraic model counter-example to (AF5)

m1

m2
m3
qm1

a

b

c

m

qm3

pAF6q

Does not hold for example in the following case: m ^ m1  K, with m1  a _ b _ c
and m2  a _ c _ d, where a . . . d are atoms; m  qm1 ^m2  m  qc_e  c _ e and
m  qc_d_e  c.
-

6.3.4 Compound Revision
Baltag and Sadrzadeh remark that
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[the theory acquired after a revision, m  q] can be thought of as the result
of updating some previously existing situation with the actual experiment q.
The situation m1 expresses some tentative theory about the original state
of the world. This tentative theory is consistent with the result of the new
experiment q, that is m1 b q  K. In other words, this expresses a possible
“static belief revision” of m (with the information provided by q). ([5], p.7)
The heart of belief revision lies in describing what this ‘some tentative theory’ is. We
can introduce another operator, 7, which will be the static revision operator, so that
(1) m  q

 pm 7 q q b q
(2) q Q q 1  pq 7 q 1 q q 1
[(1)] can be compared with proposition 6.3.2; notice that in both cases we distinguish
between the semantic and pragmatic parts of an action. The semantic part tells us how
the world is, and is the first one two be applied; the pragmatic part tells us that the
action itself has just occurred.
Now this tentative theory can be either the statically revised or the statically contracted
theory. Such operators ‘pre-encode’ (cf. [7], p.11) what would happen when such actions
of revision do take place. They are thus also closely related to the rs operator of
DDL. One might think that abstracting away from the dynamic nature of the revision,
hopping on the train of thought from last quotation, would help to make things clearer
regarding completeness. However, this is not the case.
We will briefly consider here the problem of finding a complete proof system for the
revision operators, as defined by the axioms in definition 6.3.1. In fact we will restrict
our attention to the operator on the lattice of propositions; the problems for the two are
very closely analogous. The first axiom was
(1) Dm1 m  a  m1 b q
If we define  as a compound, as in (1) above, this is for free. All of the remaining
axioms but one are also straightforward. For example if we write the following equivalent
(contrapositive) form of (3):
(3’) m  a ¤ K ñ m ¤ K
then we can straightforwardly write it as a proof rule. We could also pass via our
definition of  as a compound if we wish:
(3”) m 7 a ¤ rasK ñ m ¤ K
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Similarly, (4) is immediately tractable, as
Γ$m
Γ$m7a
The difficult part of the proof theory is of course the following axiom:
(2) m b a  K ñ m  a ¤ m b a
which is implied, given (1), by
(2’) m b a  K ñ m 7 a ¤ m ^

rqsK

In (2’) we have used Boolean negation, just to force the 7 operator to be a static
revision operator in a standard sense. We could equally achieve 2 by way of the
following version, in which 7 is a contraction operator:
(2”) m b a  K ñ m 7 a ¤ m
This is non-trivial because the antecedent has a consistency check, and the consequent
a strength claim. This time if we take the contrapositive we get the same situation. We
cannot have:
m & rq sK
m7a$m
(If we were to limit ourselves to a finite number of proofs to be searched, this would be
legitimate, but then it would not be very interesting.) If we could specify rules for atoms
then we could immediately have:
a$mba
m7a$m
It is precisely this sort of thing which we can do in a modal logic, via the ♦ operators.
We would like to say that if w ( xq yJ then w $ pm b aq  m; i.e. that

xqyJ  pm b a  mq
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6.3.5 Concluding Remarks
We have summarised and discussed this algebraic approach to dynamic belief revision.
We considered ways to interface the algebraic approach more directly the AGM tradition,
with DDL and preference logic. We have also illustrated the beginnings of a way in which
an operational semantics for actions can be given in algebraic terms. That consideration
of semantics led us to suggest that the axiomatisation of the revision operator as it occurs
in [5] does not fully respect the AGM postulates, more specifically does not respect the
last two. It is of interest to compare the discussion of the semantics of actions with the
contents of [24], though I wonder if all of us have not being abusing the word ‘semantics’.
It strikes me that it has been, at least in part, pragmatics that were our real concern,
and the concern on the horizon of [24]. Although we leave behind considerations of
meanings of actions, we turn now to look at the kind of structures presented in [24], in
which time, or some ordering over events, plays a more explicit role than it has done in
any of the mathematical structures we have so far seen.
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7 Message-Passing: Trust, Confidence and
Time
7.1 Introduction
If revisions are actions then like other actions they take place over time, and in a temporal position, relative to other things. There is a sense in which the Moore problems
emphasise the first of those consequences: Actions take place over time, so at the end
of an action the world is not as it was before the action. In this chapter we consider
the second consequence: Actions are different depending on when they take place, for
example relative to other actions.

7.2 Direct Temporal Reasoning
7.2.1 Why Time
In DEL and in the algebraic generalisation of it, we find good ways to treat the semantics
of events, and in the latter, with its revision operator, some limited facility for modeling
pragmatic reasoning about events: Agents can consider that they were wrong about the
state that they thought they were in, given the semantics of the incoming event, and
this sometimes represents the agent thinking that she was mistaken about a given event.
But as we mentioned in §2.2.3, we want to reason more fully about pragmatic aspects
of epistemic actions, in particular faithfully representing actions not just as anonymous
statements, but as statements from other agents in the system. Consider the following
statement:
I am becoming convinced that ‘belief ’ may not be the right notion in understanding our dynamic handling of incoming information. Perhaps [...]
incoming signals ‘in favour of P ’ do not immediately make us believe that P ,
but rather add grounds for believing, which may eventually add up to true
belief. ([7], p. 23)
In a real situation of communication between humans, that description is more appropriate than the abstract description provided by DEL and modelings in that spirit. This
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is relevant to the establishment of a model of the kind that would fulfill the wishes of a
doxastic version of Baltag and Moss’ representation thesis (§2.3.2). If I am disinclined to
believe a proposition p, and you, whom I barely trust, tell me that p, then it is unlikely
that I will believe that p. But I will know that you told me that p, and presumably if
enough people tell me that p then, unless I am remarkably stubborn, or have some good
grounds for believing p, then I should believe that p. Is it enough, then, to slowly
upgrade the p points with these statements? Such an approach could certainly be taken
in the rope model framework. However, suppose now that I do trust you, and you tell
me that p, and I believe it. But suppose then that I learn, from some source whom I
consider even more trustworthy than you, that you are a notorious liar. Then I will want
not to believe that p any more, or rather: I will not want to believe p only because you
have told me that p. But if all that I had done was to eliminate the p points (P AL;
§2.3.2) or upgrade the p points (soft change; §4.3.3) in my belief state, then there would
be no way for me to do this, as I would have no record of what I had upgraded and why.
Perhaps that does reflect part of the psychological reality: We are not so rational, or
perhaps so computationally capable, and with such perfect recall, that we can suddenly
‘disbelieve’ all and only the statements that come (only) from a very unreliable source.
However, we do want a logical model in which such an activity can be represented.
One way to do this is to make agents reason explicitly about time and events. One aim
of this section is to show that in the algebraic setting presented in §6 it is possible to
represent such reasoning. We will consider a restricted class of the structures introduced
in that section, temporal proposition-action systems:
Definition 7.2.1 (Temporal Proposition-Action System):
A propositional-action system xM, Q, by is temporal iff @a, a1 P AtmpM q, @q
a1 ñ pa b q  K ñ a b q  a1 b q q.

P Q, a 

Remark 7.2.1:
The proposition-action systems underlying the algebraic models generated in the representation theorem in section 6.2.2 are temporal.
The representation theorem for dynamic epistemic logic, in section 6.2.2, is rather heavyhanded, in the sense that in the general case, given some DEL model xM, Ay, the
algebraic representative contains a great number of elements, both in the lattice of
propositions M that have no interesting correlate in M. They have no interesting
correlate in the sense that they can never be the case, nor thought by any of the agents
to be the case. They correspond to unions of points from different ‘moments in time’.
An example would be the union of a point s P M with a point xs, ay P M b A, where (as
is usually the case) xs, ay R M and s R M b A.
There is no ‘eternal return’: each atom specifies its history. This suggests that we can
represent a different sort of action semantics, the ‘history-based’ epistemic temporal logic
of [24], using these algebras.
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We will find that branching time versions of the history-based structures of [24] correspond in some sense to full DEL models. (For a more serious examination of the relation
between branching and linear time structures and their logics, see for example [15].)
We first present the linear time semantics given in [24] (7.2.2), then the slightly different
branching time structures in which we will be interested and how they relate to the
former (7.2.3); then we illustrate how these models are related to full DEL models
(§7.2.4; cf. §6.2.2).

7.2.2 History-based models
We start by taking any non-empty set of atomic and unanalysed events Σ. An infinite
‘history’ is just an unending sequence of events:
Definition 7.2.2 (Infinite History):
H is an infinite history over Σ iffdf H P Σω .
We use the following notation: Where k
such finite sequences ‘finite histories’.

P ω, Hk  H æ pk

1q. Unsurprisingly, we call

Definition 7.2.3 (Finite History):
A finite history of length k is a sequence xσ1 . . . σk y P Σk . The set of all finite histories
is denoted Σ . We write the concatenation of two finite histories h  xσ1 . . . σm y and
h1 xσ11 . . . σn1 y as h" h1 ,  xsigma1 . . . σm σ11 . . . σn1 y. We abbreviate xey to e. The empty
history is denoted 1.
Given such a set of events Σ, we also specify a protocol  Σ , which can be thought
of as the legal sequences of events. For example, a game of chess might be analysed by
saying that there is a set of events ΣC , which correspond to the moves permitted: for
example, moving a pawn two steps forward; but certain sequences of events (e.g. two
white pieces moving in succession) might be disallowed by the rules, and so would not,
in this analysis, be part of the protocol. It is of course a metaphysical question whether
we might insist that a protocol applies outside the realm of games, in the real world:
Definition 7.2.4 (Binary Protocol):
P is a binary protocol over Σ iffdf P  Σω .
An idea behind the history-based structures of [24] is that for each agent some events are
‘visible’ and others ‘invisible’. So they define what we will call ‘infinite history systems’
as follows:
Definition 7.2.5 (n-agent History System):
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S  xP, tEa uaPn , V y is an n-agent history system over Σ iffdf P is a binary protocol over
Σ and @a P n, Ea  Σ.
Here each Ea represents the events of which agent a can be, and always is, aware of the
occurrence. Each Ea then induces a local view function between finite histories; we first
define inductively the projection function of an agent on the basis of Ea . The projection
of h for a is just the events of h that a can see, in the order in which they occur in h:
λa p1q  1
λa ph" eq  λa phq"

"

e if e P Ea
1 otherwise

[24] calls the range of a’s projection function a’s ‘local histories’. There is a sense in
which a’s local history at h (i.e. λa phq) represents the way in which agent a sees h: She
has seen those events of which she can be aware, and is entirely ignorant of those of
which she cannot be aware. We say ‘entirely ignorant’ because it is not the case that a
can be correctly characterised by saying that she thinks that some events have not taken
place. Rather, those events are, as it were, beyond her ken: She is unable to entertain
the possibility of them having occurred. There is a sense in which they are not part
of her environment. This should become clearer when we define a’s local view function
on the basis of the projection function. That will be a function between finite histories
allowed by the protocol and sets of such finite histories. It will be useful to have some

ω
additional notation: We define the relation Ã 2Σ  2Σ :
Definition 7.2.6 (Finite Prefix):
For a finite history h and a (finite or infinite) history H, we say that h is a finite prefix
of H, written h Ã H, iffdf DH 1 : H  h" H 1 .
Then the function F inP re : 2Σ
histories:

 YΣω

Ñ 2Σ , giving the set of finite prefixes of a set of

Definition 7.2.7 (Finite Prefixes):
F inP repYi Hi q  Yi th|DH : h" H  Hi u
Now we can define the local view function induced by a projection function:
fa phq : F inP repPq
h

Ñ
2F inP repPq
1
Þ th |λaphq  λaph1qu
Ñ

That is, the points (histories) which agent a does not rule out are precisely those that
appear the same to her as the actual history. Thus the agent can never rule out the
actual history, which will always appear to her as it appears to her. This is what we
meant by saying that the agent is entirely ignorant of those events of which she is not
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aware, and it entails that such events do not lead her to false beliefs simply because she
is not aware of their occurrence.
Definition 7.2.8 (n-agent History Structure):
S  xP, tfa uaPn y is an n-agent history structure over Σ iffdf P is a binary protocol over
Σ @a P n, fa : F inP repPq Ñ 2F inP repPq .
Clearly an n-agent history system defines uniquely an n-agent history structure. Furthermore, given an n-agent history structure defined by some n-agent history system,
that n-agent history system is uniquely determined. Notice that if we set things up differently, allowing ourselves to define directly the λa function (as is done in [23]), rather
than via the Ei functions, then we would not be able to retrieve that λi function if we
were given only the induced local view function. All that is important from the point of
view of a, or at least from the point of view of her epistemic state, is that she has some
way of distinguishing between histories, even if she ‘sees’ them as different from the way
they are. All that she needs in order to be omniscient, then, is for λi to be bijective. We
will later allow the fa functions to be defined independently, without reference to any Ei
function or to λi ’s; before that, we look at the way these structures are used as the models for a formal language. In order to make the structures models for a language whose
propositional variables are Φ, they must be supplemented with a valuation function:
Definition 7.2.9 (n-agent History Model):
xP, tfauaPn, V y is an n-agent history model over Σ iffdf xP, tfauaPny is an n-agent history
structure over Σ and V : F inP repPq Ñ Φ.
[24] introduce two temporal modal operators into their language LT : A unary operator
O, meaning ‘at the next instant’, and a binary operator U , where φU ψ is to be interpreted
as φ holds until ψ is true. This necessitates giving the semantics of that language with
respect not to finite histories but to infinite histories indexed by an ordinal giving the
position in that history, i.e. tuples xH, k y. This is because for example the finite history h
does not contain enough information to express the intended meaning of Op because its
truth depends on what the next state is, which is not determined by h. This expressive
power is however never used in [24], so after stating the semantics provided there, we
will follow up and make formal a remark made by the authors to the effect that one can
evaluate most such formulae with respect to finite histories rather than infinite histories
supplemented by ordinals. Again, we suppress the subscript M in xH, k y |ùM φ. The
first four clauses in the following truth-condition definition are essentially that same as
those given in 2.3.1.
1. xH, k y |ù p ô p P V pHk q
2. xH, k y |ù

φ ô xH, k y * φ

3. xH, k y |ù φ ^ ψ

ô xH, ky |ù φ & xH, ky |ù ψ
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4. xH, k y |ù Ba φ ô @xH 1 , k 1 y : Hk1 1
5. xH, k y |ù Oφ ô xH, k
6. xH, k y |ù φU ψ

P fapHk q, xH 1, k1y |ù φ

1y |ù φ

ô Dm ¥ k@l ¥ kpl

m ñ pxH, ly |ù φ ^ xH, my |ù ψ qq

7.2.3 The locally temporal fragment
Parikh and Ramanujam write that they ‘occasionally abuse language and write h |ù Ba φ
when [they] mean xH, k y |ù Ba φ’ (p. 457). Presumably they mean Hk instead of h,
but apart from that (presumably unintentional) abuse, what they mean to do is to be
tolerated. They point out that in order to assess whether a formula Ba φ is true, one
need only know the finite history at which it is being evaluated. Notice that this is also
true for atomic formulae p. Then the only formulae for which it is not true are those in
which there occurs a temporal operator that is not ‘shielded’ by an epistemic operator.
No such formulae occur explicitly in [24]. Let us call the formulae in which all temporal
operators do occur within the scope of an epistemic operator ‘locally temporal’, because
they are only temporal with respect to local histories. We provide an obvious alternative
semantics for all of the formulae of LT , which for the locally temporal fragment is
equivalent to the semantics given above. In doing this, we also show the connection
between locally temporal models and relational models: The former are a special case
of the latter, supplemented by a temporal accessibility relation.
Now we observe that all of the non-temporal information we can get from an n-agent
history structure can be contained by a relational model over the set of finite prefixes of
the system’s protocol. Specifically, the n-agent relational model generated by the n-agent
history model xP, tfa uaPn , V y is the n-agent relational model xF inP repPq, tfa uaPn , V y.
The difference between an epistemic temporal relational frame (model) and a standard
relational frame (model) is that in the former the set of points has the structure of a
history.
Definition 7.2.10 (n-agent Epistemic Temporal Relational Model):
xW, tfauaPn, ¤, V y is an n-agent epistemic temporal relational model iffdf xW, tfauaPn, V y
is an n-agent relational model, and ¤ W  W is a partial order (reflexive, transitive
and anti-symmetric).
The n-agent epistemic temporal relational model generated by the n-agent history model
xP, tfauaPn, V y is just xF inP repPq, tfauaPn, Ã, V y.
The definition of truth for LT -formula in an n-agent epistemic temporal relational model
includes that for relational models, and supplements it with the following two clauses:
(5’) h |ù Oφ ô @h1 pph Ã h1 & @h2

 h1ph2 Ã h1 ñ h2 Ã hqq ñ h |ù φq
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(6’) h |ù φU ψ

ô Dh1 : h Ã h1 & @h2  h1ph Ã h2 Ã h1 ñ ph2 |ù φ & h1 |ù ψqq.

These make the temporal modalities into branching time modalities, where in the original
definition of [24] they were linear time modalities . The point that we make here is that
they are equivalent when we only consider them as occurring within the scope of the
epistemic modalities:
Remark 7.2.2:
For any φ in the locally temporal fragment of LT , xH, k y |ù φ in an n-agent history
model M iff Hk |ù φ in the n-agent epistemic temporal relational model generated by
M.
Therefore a branching time semantics is at least as appropriate as a linear time semantics
as far as the locally temporal fragment is concerned. And it is the locally temporal
fragment which is of interest when modeling agents’ own reasoning about time, which is
what is of interest here.

7.2.4 Algebraic Temporal Operator
[6] provides a representation theorem for DEL models as history models. Here we make
the simple observation that the particular kind of full DEL models that are used to
prove the representation theorem of [26] have in them enough structure to provide a
branching-time semantics. To see this, simply take the ordering given by concatenation.
This emphasises that what we qualified as the ‘temporal’ nature of a class of algebraic
structures (definition 7.2.1) is appropriately named: It is such that the monoidal operator
acts as concatenation in the natural sense. It is then possible to define standard temporal
operators in terms of it. For example:
F pmq 

ª

tm1|@qm1 b q ¤ mu


To see that this is correct, notice that it is equivalent to F pmq  tm1 |@q @m2 m1 b q 
m2 ñ m2 ¤ mu, so that m1 ¤ F pmq ô @q @m2 pm1 b q  m2 ñ m2 ¤ mq, which should
recognisably equivalent to the truth condition of the branching time future operator.
We can give similar definitions for algebraic versions of the O and U operators, cf. (5’)
and (6’) above.
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7.3 Indirect Temporal Reasoning
Adding temporal reasoning increases complexity1 , but we do not need so much in order
to capture the kind of reasoning involved here. Rather than store the whole history
in a model, we can have (propositional) variables that in effect store some parts of the
history. We will naturally want to choose to label those parts which are considered
‘important’, chopping things up in a rational way. Here we suggest one such natural
way to do that. If we make a number of simplifications about consistency of behaviour,
we can show that a partial form of the epistemic representation thesis is satisfied by a
version of the public announcement preference logic of §4.3.3.
What exactly is the ‘hard information’ that can be acquired from a statement by you
that some proposition, φ say, holds? I would propose the following: If you are honest,
then you believe that φ. So if we make the simplifying assumption that your honesty is
invariant over time, then we can represent it in a PAPL model by a propositional variable,
Hyou . Then we can model the ‘internal announcement’ of φ by j as an elimination of
all those points in which Bj φ does not hold, and in which Hj does hold. That is, j’s
announcement to a group G that φ just is the public announcement action represented
by the modality rG!pHj  φqs.
I propose that this modeling, in the context of public announcement preference logic,
is appropriate enough for a restricted class of simple situations as to satisfy a doxastic
version of the Baltag and Moss’ thesis. Of course there are also very many less simple
situations. Part of the tenacity of the original representation thesis is the immense
diversity of possible epistemic situations and actions. The situation is no cleaner in
the case of beliefs and hence of the doxastic version. Some more involved or specific
approach will probably suffice in each case to satisfy the representation thesis (in its
current, unformulated limbo status). However, ideally one would have a mathematically
precise class of models cited in the doxastic representation thesis, just as Baltag and
Moss are able to in theirs. Chapters 3 and 4 ended with a suggestion for future research
in precisely this area, and part of the force of this section is the same.

1

This remark is made more precisely in [6].
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8 Conclusion
Much of this thesis has been taken up by presenting different pieces of recent work
that have been done in the field of belief revision and adapting them to a multi-agent
setting. It shows that dialogue is possible between traditions as different as those behind,
for example, Shoham and Maynard-Reid II’s work on representing propositional belief
fusion; Baltag Coecke and Sadrzadeh’s work on algebraic epistemic logic; and Lewis’
work on logical analysis of counterfactual conditionals.
Exposition and integration is not all that we have done however. A running theme of
the thesis has been the importance of modeling actions correctly. DDL does not do this
as one might expect it to; perhaps no surprise, as it is built on the AGM postulates. But
it is possible to respect the spirit of the AGM postulates and still have a satisfactory
representation of actions. This can be done, as p1q in §6.3.4 suggests, and as the
modelings of soft information change of §4.3.3 testify more confidently.
We also began sketching an expressive logic for representing what we called, following
Shoham and Maynard-Reid II, ‘anonymous belief states’, and showed that it has the
capability to express (some forms of) merging.
A significant part of the work of the thesis was in working out the completeness proof
of Appendix 5. This turns out to be tangential to much of the rest of the thesis, but
could have made the centre-piece of another thesis. The reduction axioms for public
announcement proposed in §4.3.3 lead directly for a completeness proof for an extended
logic, one which can reason about simple model-changing operations.
Most of the chapters have left questions primed for future research. In chapter 3 we
raised the issue of finding a mathematical structure amenable to logical analysis and
specifically suited for representing the different possible sorts of merging or fusion of
pre-orders. A related issue was left open at the end of chapter 4: What kind of logic
should we use for expressing preference changes, in the full generality in which they
can occur? Chapter 6 left two very different issues open: First was the sequent rules
for the revision operator, or perhaps a more restricted operator from which it might be
definable. Second was the rather more vague question about the meaning of actions in
the algebraic setting, which requires more conceptual clarity before it can be pursued.
Finally in §7 we found an object for a restricted doxastic version of Baltag and Moss’
epistemic representation thesis. Formulating and justifying some doxastic version of that
thesis is something that could very legitimately be pursued by any researcher in the field
of these kinds of logics who is at all concerned with their relevance to the representation
or modeling of social interactions.
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